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Abstract

The severe accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Power Station in 2011 has shown the necessity
to study the impact of the release of hazardous fission products. This work investigates the Ba-Cs-
Sr-Mo-O system, which contains some of the most abundantly produced fission products, as well as
fission products that carry a great health risk on release. The study of this system is broken up into
four subsystems: Ba-Sr-O, Ba-Mo-O, Sr-Mo-O and Ba-Cs-Mo-O. A literature study into the ternary Ba-
Sr-O system, including existing thermodynamic models, showed the formation of no stoichiometric
ternary compounds due to the mutual miscibility of Ba and Sr. Despite this mutual solubility, a mis-
cibility gap is shown to be present in the solid region of the binary BaO-SrO phase diagram below a
certain temperature. Thermogravimetric differential scanning calorimetry (TGDSC) investigations of
the BaMoO4 – MoO3, SrMoO4 – MoO3 and BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4 pseudo-binary systems revealed likely
compositions for the eutectic equilibria at 0.792 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.80, 0.806 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.82 and 0.909
≤ x(Cs2MoO4) ≤ 0.976, respectively. These measurements also allowed for the development and opti-
misation of a new thermodynamic model of the BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4 system using the CALPHAD (Cal-
culation of Phase Diagram) method. Syntheses of BaMoO4, BaMo3O10, Ba2MoO5 and BaCs2(MoO4)2
were successfully completed. A partially successful synthesis method was developed for Ba3MoO6
that needs further optimisation. The novel synthesis of Ba2MoO5 allowed for solution calorimetry
measurements to be performed, leading to the determination of its standard enthalpy of formation
∆fH°m(298.15K, Ba2MoO5) = -(2169.0 ± 14.7) kJ/mol. Vapour pressure studies of BaMoO4 by means of
Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry (KEMS) gave insight into the composition of the vapour formed
above BaMoO4 after vaporisation. The results showed extensive influence of fragmentation reactions
and only a small amount of congruent evaporation, indicated by the high partial pressure of BaO(g)
and other binary molecules. A partial reduction of the BaMoO4 sample to BaMoO3 could have oc-
curred, but this cannot be confirmed due to the full evaporation of the KEMS sample. Further studies
are required to investigate a potential reduction.
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Introduction

The analysis of the composition of nuclear fuel is a very complicated process. Irradiated UO2 pro-
duces over 40 fission products [57] that react to form a multitude of different compounds and phases.
The behaviour of these fission products is highly dependent on the condition of the surrounding fuel
and changes with varying temperature, pressure, oxygen potential, redox conditions and the presence
of other elements and compounds. The severe accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Power Sta-
tion in 2011 has shown the necessity to study the impact of the release of these fission products and
the potential health implications that arise when they do. To this effect, the TCOFF 1 project of the
OECD/ NEA 2 was initiated. It consists of a network of research facilities and academic institutions
that contribute to thermodynamic databases by doing research on the behaviour of fission products
from normal power plant operation to severe accident (SA) conditions. The TCOFF project seeks to
give a much better understanding of the (phase) composition and release behaviour of fission prod-
ucts in SA conditions, as well as thermodynamic information on these compounds that is applicable
to many other areas of research.

Table 1: Abundance of fission product elements in LWRs [94]

FP element Fission yield FP element Fission yield FP element Fission yield
Zr 0.326 Ce 0.154 Te 0.026
Nd 0.303 Ru 0.142 I 0.011
Mo 0.248 Ba 0.084 Nb 0.008
Xe 0.241 Sr 0.078 Eu 0.002
Cs 0.182 La 0.065 Sb 0.0003

This thesis contributes to the TCOFF project by investigating the fission product sub-system Ba-Sr-
Cs-Mo-O. This subsystem contains some of the most abundantly produced fission products (table
1), as well as fission products that carry a great health risk if they are released into the environment
[67, 99, 106].

Strontium has three fission product isotopes (Sr - 88, 89 and 90) that, because of their chemical sim-
ilarity, act as calcium mimics and can be incorporated in bones. The long half-life of especially Sr-90
(28.70 years) causes prolonged radiation exposure, which can lead to leukaemia, bone cancer or thy-
roid tumours [13, 18, 19, 90].

Caesium isotopes (Cs – 133, 134, 135 and 137) are produced at a high yield. Part of the caesium that is
produced is released as the water-soluble compound CsI, which can contaminate the water and hence

1Thermodynamic characterisation of fuel debris and fission products based on scenario analysis of severe accident progres-
sion at Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power station

2Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and the Nuclear Energy Agency
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the soil around a disaster site very easily [77, 79]. The long half-live of especially Cs - 137 (30.17 years)
means that its influence on the contaminated area is long-lived. It is reported that the gamma-dose
rate above a contaminated area with caesium 20 years later, is still one fifth of what it was initially [79].

Molybdenum and barium are both dangerous at high exposure levels and are produced at a relatively
high yield [94, 99]. Barium only poses a danger as a soluble compound, which can cause cardiac
irregularities, shortness of breath and paralysis [33, 97]. However, barium tends to form precipitates
(either metallic or oxides as will be discussed below) during fuel irradiation, therefore it is less likely
to form a health risk after its release. The half-lives of the barium fission product isotopes are quite
short, Ba – 138 is stable, Ba – 139 and 140 have half-lives of 83.06 minutes and 12.75 days respectively.
Molybdenum dust or fumes are toxic and can cause headaches, joint pains or death at chronic high
exposures [41]. Four of its fission product isotopes are stable (Mo - 95, 97 and 98) or nearly stable (Mo
– 100, t½ = 8.5 ·1018 years). The last, Mo – 99, has a short half-live of 2.75 days. Neither barium nor
molybdenum isotopes are likely to cause long-term radiation exposure, but their radiation chemistry
is interesting to study because of their complex behaviour in nuclear fuel and their association with
the other problematic fission products in the form of oxide precipitates.

Figure 1: Change in oxygen potential as
a function of burnup for three tempera-
tures in LWRs [57]

To properly understand the health hazards of this system
of fission products, it is important to study their chemi-
cal state under normal and severe accident conditions, be-
cause it has an impact on the properties of the fuel (such
as thermal conductivity and swelling) and it influences the
chemical properties of other fission products with which
they associate. The chemical state also determines the re-
lease kinetics and volatility of the compounds within the
Ba-Sr-Cs-Mo-O system and are thus of primary interest
[108].

The composition of formed phases within the fuel pel-
let depends mostly on burnup (and thus oxygen poten-
tial), the initial composition of the fuel, the neutron en-
ergy spectrum of the reactor, fissile material composition
and temperature gradients in the fuel pin [68]. Burnup is a
measure of fuel depletion and describes the amount of en-
ergy that has been extracted from nuclear fuel. It is mea-
sured in %FIMA (fissions per initial metal atom) or in units
of GWd/tU (gigawatt days per metric ton of heavy metal).
A higher burnup gives rise to a higher oxygen potential
(figure 1) as more oxygen is released from the (U,Pu)O2
fuel. The higher oxygen potential allows more compounds in the fuel to form oxides and thus in-
fluences its composition.

Brillant [14] explores a study done by Ducros et al. [35] that describes release fractions of various
fission products from enriched UO2 and mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel pellets in a pressurised water reactor
(PWR) in medium burnup scenarios (40-50 GWd/tU). They give the following classification of fission
products (FPs):

1. Volatile – FPs that are rapidly released, mainly because they diffuse through fuel grains (Cs, I,
Te, Sb)

2. Semi-volatile – FPs with large release fractions depending on the redox conditions of the sur-
rounding fuel (Mo, Rh, Ba)

3



3. Low-volatile – FPs with low release fractions independent of redox conditions or temperature
(Ru, Ce, Np, Sr, Eu)

4. Non-volatile – FPs that are only released in the case of fuel vaporisation (Zr, Nb, La, Nd)

Caesium falls under the volatile category and was reported to have a release fraction of 93-100%, de-
pending on the burnup (from 38.3 – 49.4 GWd/tU). Molybdenum and barium are both semi-volatile,
but their release fractions are highly dependent on the atmosphere under which the fuel pellets were
heated. Molybdenum has a release fraction of 92-100% under oxidising conditions and 33 – 49%
under reducing conditions. Barium is the opposite; it has a higher release fraction under reducing
conditions: 80-85% vs. 38-55% under oxidising conditions. The release of barium starts around
2000K in most tests and is significantly slower than the release of caesium and molybdenum. The
release fraction of strontium was below 6% and is therefore classified as a low-volatile fission prod-
uct [14, 35, 43, 45].

In order to further analyse the behaviour of these fission products in nuclear fuel, it is useful to con-
sider Kleykamp’s [67] classification system:

1. Fission gases and other volatile fission products: Kr, Xe, Br, I

2. Fission products forming metallic precipitates: Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te

3. Fission products forming oxide precipitates: Rb, Cs, Ba, Zr, Nb, Mo, Te

4. Fission products dissolved as oxides in the fuel matrix: Sr, Zr, Nb and the rare earth elements Y,
La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm

Kleykamp reports a continuous transition between groups 2 and 3, because some fission product
oxides have similar oxygen potentials to the nuclear fuel. Imoto [57] investigated the compositions of
barium, strontium, caesium and molybdenum compounds as a function of oxygen potential shown
in figure 2. The vertical line represents an oxygen to metal ratio of O/M = 2.0.

(a) Ba (b) Mo

(c) Sr (d) Cs

Figure 2: Chemical form of fission products Ba, Mo, Sr and Cs in LWR fuel [57]
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Most importantly for this thesis, compounds in the Ba-Sr-Cs-Mo-O system form the so-called grey
phase (because of its grey colour in microscopic pictures) in the form of (Ba1−x−y,Srx,Csy)(Zr,U,Pu,Mo,
RE)O3 (RE = rare earth elements at high burnup) [24, 67, 68, 84, 113]. The grey phase is a complex
multicomponent oxide phase that forms at low oxygen potentials and consists of a large variation of
compounds. The formation of this phase is mostly due to the low solubility of barium in the nuclear
fuel matrix (because of its large ionic radius). Figure 3 shows two microscopic images of the grey phase
reported by Lucuta et al. [84] and Hiezl et al. [55], both produced during the analysis of UO2 SIMFUEL
(simulated high-burnup nuclear fuel).

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Studies on UO2 pellet SIMFUEL experiments at (a): 6 at% (atomic percent) and (b): 43 GWd/tU burnup.
(a): Lucuta et al. [84]: Grain boundary speckled with small perovskite crystallites (grey phase). SAED (selected-
area electron diffraction) pattern shows crystal structure compatible with BaZrO3 perovskite. (b): Hiezl et al. [55]:
Area D shows the UO2 matrix, area C a “white inclusion” metallic precipitate with Mo, Ru and Pd, area B and A
are both grey phase oxide precipitates with significant amounts of BaZrO3 and SrZrO3 respectively.

The grey phase consists of elements that are accommodated on two cation sites (A and B) within a
cubic perovskite lattice, mainly Ba2+ (on A) and Zr4+ ions (on B) forming BaZrO3. Sr2+ can substitute
Ba2+ on the A-site to form (Ba,Sr)ZrO3 [23]. Other, less dominant, compounds in the grey phase are
BaMoO3, BaUO3 and Cs2ZrO3 [14, 68, 94, 108]. The incorporation of Mo +

4 ions on the B-site increases
with the oxygen potential of the fuel. This is caused by the oxidation of metallic molybdenum stored
in so-called “white inclusions” in the nuclear fuel [15, 22, 68] (figure 3. Hietzl. et al. reported that
the grey phase (in analysed SIMFUEL) consisted mainly of BaZrO3 and that Sr and U concentrations
were found to be less than 1% [55]. Sari et al. detected a grey phase in an irradiated UO2 pellet with
the composition (Ba0.90Sr0.05Cs0.05)(Zr0.54Mo0.14U0.18Pu0.14)O3. The phase was found at the columnar
grain region of the pellet (a circular area at half the radius of the pellet, r0/2) in the temperature range
1600 – 2000K [113]. Aging of the fuel changes the composition of the grey phase, as 90Sr2+ decays to
90Zr4+ and 137Cs+ decays to 137Ba2+. These changes in ionic charge result in further compositional
alterations. Additionally, the formed Zr4+ is not accommodated on the A-site, which causes more
instability in the perovskite phase and makes it susceptible to dissolution at higher burn-up rates
[15]. With the passing of time and the increase of fuel burnup, higher oxygen potential causes further
oxidation of compounds within the grey phase.

The study of the Ba-Sr-Cs-Mo-O system was broken up into the quaternary sub-system Ba-Cs-Mo-O
and the ternary sub-systems Ba-Sr-O, Ba-Mo-O and Sr-Mo-O. A literature study in chapter 1 on Ba-Sr-
O combines previously reported information on the system and shows the current phase diagrams of
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the Ba-Mo-O, Sr-Mo-O and Ba-Cs-Mo-O systems that will be the basis of experimental measurements
reported in chapter 3. These experimental studies allow for the further investigation or novel charac-
terisation of the thermodynamic models using the CALPHAD method. This chapter also includes so-
lution calorimetry measurement results on the successfully synthesised compound Ba2MoO5. Knud-
sen effusion mass spectrometry (KEMS) measurement results on BaMoO4 are depicted in chapter 4.
Chapter 2 contains information on the theory behind all of the measurement techniques that are dis-
cussed in chapters 3 and 4. This thesis is a continuation of research done by Anna Smith [120,121,123],
Nathan de Zoete [27], Maikel Rutten [111] and Lex Herrmann [53].
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

This chapter is focused on providing an overview of previously published data on the Ba-Sr-O system,
including thermodynamic and volatility studies as well as three reported pseudo-binary BaO – SrO
phase diagrams. Published literature data on the Ba-Mo-O, Ba-Cs-Mo-O and Sr-Mo-O systems have
already been compiled and reported on by Anna Smith [120,123], Nathan de Zoete [27], Maikel Rutten
[111] and Lex Herrmann [53], so this thesis will solely focus on experimental work for these three
systems, specifically on the improvement of their phase diagrams. For this purpose, the current phase
diagrams are shown in this chapter and these will be used as the basis for experimental measurements
that are reported in chapter 3.

1.1 Ba-Sr-O system

The most important property of the Ba-Sr-O system is that barium and strontium are chemically alike
and can dissolve in each other’s oxide crystal lattices. BaO & SrO and BaO2 & SrO2 have the same
crystal space group (Fm-3m (225) and I4/mmm (139) respectively) [37, 49, 76, 129] and Ba and Sr are
found in the same group in the periodic table (alkaline-earth metals), so the miscibility is not surpris-
ing. The difference in Ba2+ and Sr2+ ionic radius however, induces some deviations from ideality in
the miscibility of either ion in the oxide crystal structure of the other. This is reflected in the BaO – SrO
phase diagrams documented by van der Kemp et al. [133, 134], Jacob et al. [59] and Gong et al. [47],
which show a miscibility gap and no ternary compounds. Because of the mutual miscibility, here are
no stoichiometric ternary compounds reported for this system [59,110,134], but studies did show the
occurrence of nonstoichiometric compounds [16, 59, 93]. No ternary phase diagram has been found
in the literature.

1.1.1 Phase diagram

Three sketches of a BaO-SrO pseudo-binary phase diagram were found in literature. They are shown
in figure 1.1. Van der Kemp et al. [134] performed Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry measurements
for 9 different compositions of (1-x)BaO + xSrO to analyse the intensity of 138Ba2+ and 88Sr2+ ions
within a temperature range of 1430 – 1530K. The ratio between these two ions was used to determine
the partial derivative of the molar excess Gibbs energy as a function of x, that was then calculated at T
= 1490K (it is not specified why this specific temperature) and written in the form:

GE
m[kJ ·mol−1] = x(1−x) ·20.45 (1.1)
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Using equation 1.1 and the experimentally determined enthalpy of mixing by Flidlider et al. [40]
(equation 1.2, found by means of solution calorimetry), the excess molar entropy was calculated
(equation 1.3). It was assumed that the excess heat capacity could be neglected. Equations 1.2 and 1.3
were then used to make a pseudo-binary phase diagram of (1-x)SrO + xBaO. Ideal mixing was assumed
for the liquid phase.

HE
m[kJ ·mol−1] = x(1−x) ·37.12 (1.2)

SE
m[J ·K−1 ·mol−1] = x(1−x) ·11.19 (1.3)

In a later paper by van der Kemp et al. [134], the previous phase diagram was revised. Thermodynamic
functions of the binary alkaline earth oxide (BAEO) group were compared to analyse correlations be-
tween these oxide systems. During this investigation, the previously published phase diagram was
slightly altered (it was found that the experimental enthalpy of mixing in equation 1.2 was too high)
and the final diagram is presented in figure 1.1a.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Published phase diagrams of the BaO - SrO system by (a) van der Kemp et al. [133, 134] (b)
Jacob et al. [59] (c) and Gong et al. [47]

The phase diagram shows a miscibility gap in the solid region, meaning that below the lowest curve, a
solid mixture exists between two phases. Above this curve, a homogeneous solid solution forms. The
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highest point on the curve is called the critical point. Van der Kemp et al. [134] found the temperature
at the critical point to be 1334 ± 60K. The transition from the homogeneous solid solution to homo-
geneous liquid were shown to mostly take place through incongruent melting (more so at low values
of x(BaO)) [133, 134].

After van der Kemp et al., Jacob et al. [59] published the phase diagram depicted in figure 1.1b, which
also shows that the BaO-SrO system has a miscibility gap. This phase diagram shows two sets of lines,
as opposed to the phase diagram in figure 1.1a. The upper set demonstrate the binodal curves (the
same curve as in the van der Kemp et al. phase diagram), and the lower set represent the spinodal
curves. Binodal curves denote the separation between the stable and the metastable region in a phase
diagram. The metastable region describes the temperature and composition of a mixture where it
fluctuates between stable (only consisting of one phase) and unstable (consisting of multiple phases).
The line between the metastable and unstable regions is denoted by the spinodal curve (where δ2G /
δx2 = 0) [9, 72]. The intercept between the binodal and spinodal curves is called the critical point, or
in the phase diagram by van der Kemp et al., the highest point on the binodal curve.

Two models were used to calculate the binodal and spinodal curves in this phase diagram; the sub-
regular model (assuming ideal mixing) [52] represented by dashed lines, and the pseudo-subregular
model (including a Gexcess term) represented by solid lines. The latter clearly has a better fit. The opti-
mised Gexcess term is given in equation 1.4. The temperature-dependent terms represent the enthalpy
of mixing and the temperature-independent terms represent the excess entropy [59].

∆GE[J ·mol−1] = x(1−x)
[
(33390−7.09T )x + (29340−6.23T )(1−x)

]
(1.4)

The calculated critical temperature by Jacob et al. was within the uncertainty margins of van der Kemp
et al.: 1356 (±4)K (compared to 1334 ± 60K [134]). The critical composition above the binodal curve
was found to be x = 0.55 ± 0.008 (in SrxBa1−xO). This value is matched by W.G. Burgers [16], who found
a critical composition of x = 0.57, but at a different temperature: around 1200K. Grebenyuk et al. [48]
reported a homogeneous solid solution at 1373K over the entire composition range, but do not give
the composition of this solution.

In the unstable region of the phase diagram, two phases were found to coexist by Jacob et al., with
compositions x = 0.38 ± 0.06 and x = 0.73 ± 0.05. These values were determined by means of energy-
dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of annealed samples
[59]. These findings differ from a study by Eisenstein et al. [39], which shows a solid solution between
compositions x = 0.05 and x = 0.25 below an approximate temperature of 1083K. A homogeneous
solution was reported at 1073 – 1123K (depending on the heating time and the crystal size). The
composition was not specified.

Lastly, Gong et al. [47] used a substitutional solution model to combine the phase diagrams in figure
1.1a and b to give the phase diagram shown in figure 1.1c. Only the spinodal curves from Jacob et al.
[59] were not included. It was found that both phase diagrams were in fair agreement with each other.
The thermodynamic functions used by Gong et al. to model the phase diagram are reported in table
1.1. The BaO and SrO functions come from Lu et al. [83] and the SGTE database (1994) respectively
and have been subsequently modified by Risold et al. [107]. Ideal mixing was assumed for the liquid
phase, so no interaction parameters were used. These are the 0th and 1st order optimised interaction
parameters for the solid halite phase [47]:

L0(Ba2+,Sr2+)(O2−) = 31365−6.66T (1.5)

L1(Ba2+,Sr2+)(O2−) =−2025+0.43T (1.6)
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Table 1.1: Thermodynamic functions used by Gong et al. [47] to model the BaO - SrO phase diagram

Phase Function Temperature range

Liquid

°G
Liquid
BaO −HSER

Ba −HSER
O

=−504636.303+126373.536T−1 +212.590092T −45.367112T lnT

−0.0088301228T +9.53812533 ·10−7T 3
298.15 ≤ T ≤ 900

=−507499.47+390471.8T−1 +251.681742T −51.308392T lnT

−0.003335694T 2 +7.57304 ·10−9T 3
900 ≤ T ≤ 2286

=−525650.131+373.045092T −66.944T l nT 2286 ≤ T ≤ 3000

°G
Liquid
SrO −HSER

Sr −HSER
O

= GHalite
SrO +89410−31.1533101T 298.15 ≤ T ≤ 5000

Halite

°GHalite
BaO −HSER

Ba −HSER
O

=−563212.303+126373.536T−1 +238.213889T −45.367112T lnT

−0.0088301228T 2 +9.53812533 ·10−7T 3
298.15 ≤ T ≤ 900

=−566075.47+39047.8T−1 +277.305539T −51.308392T l nT

−0.003335694T 2 +7.57304 ·10−9T 3
298.15 ≤ T ≤ 900

=−584226.131+398.668889T −66.944T l nT 2286 ≤ T ≤ 3000

°GHalite
SrO −HSER

Sr −HSER
O

=−607329.171+178730T−1 +252.319465T −44.96126T l nT

−0.0082634T 2 +8.58696333 ·10−9T 3
298.15 ≤ T ≤ 900

=−609963.764+426014.9T−1 +287.955734T −50.37118T lnT

−0.003286532T 2 +3.136675 ·10−9T 3
900 ≤ T ≤ 2870

1.1.2 Lattice parameters vs. composition

The three compositions found by Jacob et al. [59] that were described above (x = 0.55 ± 0.008, x =
0.38 ± 0.06 and x = 0.73 ± 0.05) were analysed in the paper by means of XRD and EDAX for their lattice
parameters and crystal structure. All compositions had the same cubic rock-salt crystal structure with
identical space groups, only the lattice parameter changed as a function of composition. This linear
relationship is given in figure 1.2.

W.G. Burgers [16] also reported the miscibility of Ba2+ and Sr2+ ions into the SrO and BaO lattices
respectively. Heating three mixtures with different molar ratios of BaCO3 and SrCO3 (which also
decarbonated these compounds) gave the lattice parameters of three mixed crystals: Ba0.20Sr0.80O,
Ba0.428Sr0.572O and Ba0.692Sr0.308O (table 1.2). The linear correlation between the composition of the
mixed crystals and their lattice parameter is also shown in figure 1.2. This line is slightly lower than
that of Jacob et al., but both sets of data seem to match well. Burgers also found that SrO diffuses
quicker into BaO than the other way around, probably because of the difference in radius between
the Ba2+ and Sr2+ ions (r(Ba2+) = 0.136 nm and r(Sr2+) = 0.116 nm [16]).
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Figure 1.2: Correlation between the lattice parameter of the SrxBa1−xO unit cell and its composition.
Samples were heated up to ±1400K by Burgers [16], the heating temperature was not specified by
Jacob et al. [59].

1.1.3 Volatility studies

As mentioned above, van der Kemp et al. [134] performed Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry (KEMS)
measurements on 9 different compositions within the (1-x)BaO + xSrO system. Figure 1.3 shows the
relative intensities of log(88Sr2+ / 138Ba2+) vs. 1/T for the 9 different mole fractions x. It is clear from
the figure that the relative intensity of 88Sr2+ ions increases more quickly than the intensity of 138Ba2+
ions and that hence the Sr ions are more volatile as temperature increases. The figure also shows
that the individual intensity of 88Sr2+ ions was higher than that of the 138Ba2+ ions (where log(88Sr2+
/ 138Ba2+) = 0, their ratio equals 1), for all compositions except for one with x = 0.352 [134]. This is
strange, considering the higher volatility of Ba (as was discussed in the introduction of this thesis),
but could maybe be explained by the smaller ionic radius of Sr2+ compared to Ba2+.

The study by Burgers [16] disputes the finding by van der Kemp et al. [134], claiming that while the
amount of evaporating BaO diminishes at increasing temperature, it evaporates more rapidly than
SrO, leaving a higher percentage of SrO in the surface layer of the sample. This study was done by
means of XRD analysis [16]. H. Gaertner [42] studied layers of (Ba,Sr)O by means of electron diffrac-
tion (which only causes scattering by the top atomic layers in contrast to XRD) and found that the
top ±20 surface layers only contained about 10 percent BaO and 90 percent SrO, therefore confirm-
ing Burgers’ findings (whether this is wt% or mol% is not said). This phenomenon was explained by
the higher volatility of BaO compared to SrO, which caused BaO to evaporate faster than it could be
replaced by diffusion from the interior of the sample. This conclusion was backed by the determined
cubic lattice parameter of the surface layers (5.12Å), which was compatible with the lattice parameter
of SrO (5.15Å [49]) and not that of BaO (5.54 Å [59]). Also, BaO has a higher scattering intensity under
electron diffraction than SrO, due to its higher atomic number. Since no BaO scattering was detected,
despite its higher scattering intensity, it was a further confirmation of the low amount of BaO in the
surface layers [42].
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Figure 1.3: Plot of log(88Sr2+ / 138Ba2+) against 1/T for the mole fractions x. + x = 0.101; ∇ x = 0.200, �
x = 0.352; ∆ x = 0.351; ◦ x = 0.470; • x = 0.568; × x = 0.675; ∗ x = 0.795; ¦ x = 0.872 [134]

Results by Claassen et al. [20] also show that BaO evaporates more quickly than SrO at the same tem-
perature. When a mixed sample of (Ba,Sr)O was heated, the amount of SrO that evaporated was too
low to be detected and the amount of BaO that evaporated decreased over time. This was also con-
sidered to be due to the increased amount of SrO in the surface layers over time and the low diffusion
rate of BaO in the crystal lattice [20].

Using the data by Burgers (which penetrates deeper into the sample due to the use of XRD), Gaert-
ner calculated that SrO was predominant in the top 10 000 atomic layers [42]. Benjamin et al. [11]
show that prolonged heating (for several hundred hours at 1100K) of a (Ba,Sr)O sample resulted in a
predominance of SrO throughout the whole thickness of the sample (average 5wt% BaO and 95wt%
SrO over 8 measurements), with an average weight loss of 41.2% (all assumed to be due to BaO). The
starting composition of the sample was found not to make a difference in terms of the final composi-
tion. Just like Burgers, Benjamin et al. reported the decreased emission of BaO over time in a (Ba,Sr)O
sample, due to the increasing amount of SrO in the surface layer (figure 1.4) [11].

It must be mentioned that the papers by Burgers, Gaertner, Claassen et al. and Benjamin et al. were
published in 1932, 1935, 1932 and 1933 respectively, compared to the paper by van der Kemp et al.
in 1992. However, considering the higher volatility of BaO, the compatible lattice parameter of the
surface layers to SrO and the similar conclusions by all of these studies, the findings by the first four
papers cannot simply be dismissed due to their age. More volatility studies of the (Ba,Sr)O system are
needed to confirm the results by these studies and to give new data on the intensities of Ba2+ and Sr2+
ions after a KEMS measurement.
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Figure 1.4: The emission of BaO from a (Ba,Sr)O sample at 1020K [11]

1.1.4 Ba-O, Sr-O and Ba-Sr systems

The Ba-O and Sr-O systems each contain two stable binary compounds: the monoxides BaO and SrO
and peroxides BaO2 and SrO2 respectively. The Ba – Sr system does not form any binary compounds,
due to the miscibility of Ba and Sr. Limited research has been done into establishing phase diagrams
of these systems, but since they are not the focus of this thesis, these findings will not be discussed
here. The reader is referred to studies by Zimmermann et al. [142], Kedrovskii et al. [66], Jorda et
al. [62], Zhou et al. [141] and Smith et al. [120] for binary phase diagrams of the Ba-O system, to a
study by Risold et al. [107] for a binary phase diagram of the Sr-O system and to an yet unpublished
TAF-ID model of the binary phase diagrams of the Ba-O, Sr-O and Ba-Sr systems by A.L. Smith.

Figure 1.5: Correlation between the c-axis length and the
composition of barium and strontium peroxide [76]

The only research that will be dis-
cussed on the Ba-O and Sr-O systems,
is the nonstoichiometry of the perox-
ide compounds BaO2 and SrO2, be-
cause it ties in with the lattice param-
eter vs. composition discussion de-
picted in figure 1.2. A study by Kön-
ingstein [76] investigated the non-
stoichiometry of BaO2 and SrO2 by
mixing BaO and SrO with BaO2 and
SrO2 respectively, in a range of dif-
ferent ratios, and heating them for
30 min at 10kbar and at 1400-1800°C.
The resulting compounds were anal-
ysed via powder and single crystal
X-ray diffraction. It was found that
both barium and strontium peroxide
form nonstoichiometric compounds,
but only in the ranges of 1.72 ≤ (2-x) ≤
1.97 for BaO2−x and 1.90 ≤ (2-x) ≤ 1.98
for SrO2−x . These compounds form
when the lattice site with peroxide ions (O2−

2 ) (position 4e in the space group) is not fully occupied
and oxide ions (O2−) are present on the 2b position. The extent to which peroxide ions are replaced
by oxide ions determines the length of the c-axis of the crystal lattice structure.
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The larger the nonstoichiometry of the compound, the shorter the c-axis becomes. This is due to the
shortening of the peroxide bond length (O− – O−), which is aligned with the c-axis. The length of
the a-axis remains almost constant. The linear relation between the c-axis length and the peroxide
composition is shown in figure 1.5 for both BaO2−x and SrO2−x [76]. A study by Range et al. [104] also
reports on the nonstoichiometry of the strontium peroxide compound and expects that some level of
lattice defect will always be present. Therefore, the lattice parameters of stoichiometric SrO2 cannot
be determined empirically and have to be based on the extrapolation of the linear correlation between
the lattice parameter and the peroxide composition [104].

1.1.5 Structural data of the compounds

The structural data of all reported compounds of the Ba-Sr-O, Ba-O and Sr-O systems are shown in
table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Structural information of compounds in the Ba-Sr-O system

Compound Space group Structural parameters Analysis method Reference

BaO2 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38118(2), b = 0.38118(2),
c = 0.68476(6) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [37]

BaO1.97 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38059(2), b = 0.38059(2),
c = 0.6837(2) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]

BaO1.94 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38071(3), b = 0.38071(3),
c = 0.6816(1) nm

XRD [76]

BaO1.86 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38096(2), b = 0.38096(2),
c = 0.6780(1) nm

XRD [76]

BaO1.72 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38076(3), b = 0.38076(3),
c = 0.6621(2) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]

BaO1.79 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.38085(5), b = 0.38085(5),
c = 0.66986(6) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]

Ba0.20Sr0.80O Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.5225, b = 0.5225,
c = 0.5225 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

Debye-Scherrer
camera

[16]

Ba0.428Sr0.57O Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.529, b = 0.529,
c = 0.529 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

Debye-Scherrer
camera

[16]

Ba0.692Sr0.308O Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.543, b = 0.543,
c = 0.543 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

Debye-Scherrer
camera

[16]

BaO Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.554, b = 0.554,
c = 0.554 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [59]

Ba0.5Sr0.5O Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.536, b = 0.536,
c = 0.536 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [59]

Ba0.504Sr0.496O Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.5332, b = 0.5332,
c = 0.5332 nm, α, β, γ = 90°

Unknown [93]

SrO0.95(2) I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.35626(3), b = 0.35626(3),
c = 0.66159(6) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

Single-crystal XRD [104]

SrO Fm-3m (225)
a = 0.51484(2), b = 0.51484(2),
c = 0.51484(2) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [49]

SrO1.90 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.35585(4), b = 0.35585(4),
c = 0.6563(1) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]

SrO1.96 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.35619(3), b = 0.35619(3),
c = 0.6576(1) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]

SrO1.98 I4/mmm (139)
a = 0.35630(2), b = 0.35630(2),
c = 0.6616(1) nm, α, β, γ = 90°

XRD [76]
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1.2 Ba-Mo-O system

The Ba-Mo-O system has been thoroughly investigated and described by A.L. Smith et al., in their 2021
paper [120]. Previous work on this system was done by Nathan de Zoete [27], Maikel Rutten [111] and
Lex Herrmann [53]. Figure 1.6 shows the latest pseudo-binary BaO – MoO3 phase diagram that was
presented by Smith et al., which will be used as the basis for experimental measurements in this thesis.

1.3 Ba-Cs-Mo-O system

The quaternary compound BaCs2(MoO4)2 was successfully synthesised by Nathan de Zoete [27] and
subsequently characterised by Maikel Rutten [111] and by Smith et al. [123]. After this, Maikel Rutten
made a preliminary study into the pseudo-binary BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4 phase diagram, but did not
model it yet using the CALPHAD method. This phase diagram is shown in figure 1.7 and will be used
as the basis for further experimental measurements.

1.4 Sr-Mo-O system

Literature data published on the Sr-Mo-O system has previously been combined and analysed by
Maikel Rutten [111]. A model of the pseudo-binary SrO – MoO3 phase diagram was first published
by Zhukovskii et al. [137] and was subsequently modelled by A.L. Smith using the CALPHAD method
(as yet unpublished). This model is shown below in figure 1.8 and will be used as a basis for further
experimental measurements.
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Figure 1.6: Pseudo-binary BaO - MoO3 phase diagram published by Smith et al. [120]. Data points
by Yankuskevich et al. [130], Perry [98], Dash et al. [96], Zhukovskii et al. [137], Ustinov et al. [89],
Cordfunke and Konings [38] and Smith et al. [120]
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Figure 1.8: Current pseudo-binary SrO - MoO3 phase diagram. Data points by by Zhukovski et al. [130],
the Perry handbook [98], Cordfunke and Konings [38] and unpublished data by the RPNM research
group.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

Many steps go into the making of a phase diagram. First, the synthesis of relevant compounds (solid
state synthesis (2.1)) that are tested for their purity by Rietveld refinement (2.2.4.2) of their X-ray
diffraction (XRD (2.2)) pattern, or analysed graphically using the PowderCell software (2.2.4.1)). Then
these compounds are used for Thermogravimetric Differential Scanning Calorimetry (TGDSC (2.3))
measurements to determine the phase transition temperatures that are needed to model a phase di-
agram by means of the Calculation of Phase Diagram (CALPHAD) method (2.6). Thermodynamic
properties of individual compounds may further be investigated by means of Solution Calorimetry
(2.4) and Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry (KEMS (2.5)), to improve the accuracy of the thermo-
dynamic model. This chapter discusses the theoretical background of these techniques.

2.1 Solid state synthesis

The only synthesis technique that was used to make compounds in this thesis is the solid-state syn-
thesis technique, also called the ceramic method. As the name predicts, solid-state reagents are re-
acted to form a solid-state product. The reagents are mixed together with a mortar and pestle to
ensure a homogeneous mixture (or with a ball-mill for an industrial scale production) and are heated
at high temperatures for relatively long reaction times (12h or even days). These long reaction times
are necessary because the diffusion rate during these syntheses is limited. Purification steps after
the synthesis are very difficult, therefore it is important to prepare a homogeneous mixture from the
beginning to favour a complete reaction.

The synthesis temperature is determined based on the melting and boiling points of the reactants,
depending whether the intention is for the reactants to melt or to stay solid. Melting the reactant
mixture speeds up the reaction process, because it increases the diffusion rate. However, if reactants
are volatile, it is better to stay under the melting point to avoid evaporation and mass loss. Because of
this reason, syntheses in this thesis are all performed at a temperature under the melting point of the
reactant mixture. Syntheses are performed under ambient atmosphere or under O2 flow to promote
oxidation/ to avoid reduction of the prepared sample to lower valence states [6].
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2.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) combined with the Rietveld refinement technique or PowderCell software
analysis was used to determine the purity of the compounds that were made during this thesis. XRD
produces a unique “fingerprint” pattern of a pure crystal structure, with information on atomic po-
sitions, lattice parameters and the space group of a compound. This chapter will briefly explain the
theory behind this measurement technique and the XRD pattern analysis programmes FullProf and
PowderCell.

2.2.1 Theory: Bragg’s Law and atomic planes

Crystal compounds are made up of series of stacked identical unit cells that all have the same propor-
tions and atomic positions. These unit cells are selected so that they can be used to form the entire
crystal structure using only translational displacements. The shape and size of the unit cell depend on
the space group of the crystal structure and are denoted by the lattice parameters a, b and c (lengths
of the sides) and α, β and γ (angles between the sides).

A plane going through a unit cell can be defined by the Miller indices (hkl), where h, k and l are the
reciprocals of the intersections that the plane has with the unit cell axes (or sides). Figure 2.1 shows
three examples of a plane going through a unit cell with its corresponding Miller index [8].

Figure 2.1: Visual representation of three examples of atomic planes and their respective Miller indices

X-rays have a wavelength that is compatible with the unit cell parameters of crystalline materials.
This condition allows for X-ray beams to scatter in a mirror-like reflection off the atoms in a crystal
structure (or rather, the electron clouds cause elastic scattering of the X-ray beams). The scattered
waves interfere constructively and destructively with each other to give a specific wave pattern that
depends on the distance between the lattice planes (d) of a crystal structure [8]. This pattern made by
the constructive scattering waves is represented by Bragg’s Law:

nλ= 2d sinθ (2.1)

where ‘d’ is the distance between two lattice planes, ‘n’ is a positive integer, ‘λ’ is the wavelength and
θ is the diffraction angle. Figure 2.2 gives a visual representation of two incoming waves that scatter
on an atomic plane and diffract with angle θ. Bragg’s law is determined as follows. The lower wave
travels further than the upper wave by a distance of xy+yz. If a signal is to reach the detector so
that a peak may be recorded, the waves need to be in phase and interfere constructively. In order for
this to occur, the longer distance travelled by the lower wave must be equal to its wavelength times
some integer (nλ). The two triangles on the right show that: xy = dsinθ and zy = dsinθ, which gives
xy+yz = 2dsinθ. Therefore nλ= 2dsinθ [8].
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Figure 2.2: Visual representation of two incoming X-rays on an atomic plane with diffraction angle θ

Each atomic plane with individual distance ‘d’ has a specific diffraction angle θ at which waves inter-
fere constructively to give a signal to the detector. The smaller the distance ‘d’, the larger the diffrac-
tion angle at which the peak will occur. Each peak on the XRD pattern can therefore be ascribed to
a specific plane in the crystal structure of the sample. The location of the peak also depends on the
size of the atoms in the crystal structure. The larger the atoms, the larger the displacement between
the atomic planes and hence the smaller the diffraction angle θ must be. The intensity of the peaks
depends on the electron density of the atoms, the diffraction angle and the position of the atoms in
the unit cell. The larger the electron density and the lower the diffraction angle, the more the X-rays
are scattered from one atom in the unit cell. This is why the higher intensity peaks are usually seen at
lower diffraction angles on an XRD pattern [135, 136].

2.2.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction

It is possible to study both single crystals and powders by using X-ray diffraction. When X-rays diffract
off a single crystal, it results in a reciprocal pattern that is characteristic of its crystal structure. This
method is not used for the purposes of this thesis however, because the samples that were measured
consisted of powders containing many small crystals with random orientations. These random ori-
entations present in a ring-like pattern, called Debye-Scherrer rings. Figure 2.3 shows the reciprocal
patterns of a single crystal lattice on the left and Debye-Scherrer rings on the right. Each ring repre-
sents one atomic plane and results in one peak [143].

Figure 2.3: Reciprocal patterns of pure crystals on the left and Debye-Scherrer rings on the right (figure
adapted from [143])
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During a powder XRD measurement, an X-ray source is rotated in an arc around the fixed sample, in
conjunction with a detector on the opposite side (figure 2.4). The X-ray source consists of an X-ray
tube that converts an electrical input into X-ray beams. In it, electrons emitted by a metal cathode
collide with a metal anode (usually tungsten, molybdenum or copper) to produce X-rays by means
of bremsstrahlung [122]. Bremsstrahlung is the emission of radiation when an incoming electron is
slowed down by its attraction to the positive nucleus of an atom. Its loss of energy in slowing down
is compensated by the emission of an X-ray, complying with the law of conservation of energy. The
metal used for the anode affects the wavelength of the produced X-rays. A monochromator is attached
to the X-ray tube to select X-rays with the desired wavelength. The detector is a scintillation detector,
it uses a photomultiplier to enlarge the number of electrons that are released by the diffracted x-ray
photons, in order to heighten the signal to be detected [4, 25, 74]. This signal is sent to the computer
and recorded as an XRD pattern of intensity vs. 2θ. The result is an XRD pattern as shown in figure
2.5.

Figure 2.4: Visual representation of an X-ray source and detector rotating around a sample in an XRD

Figure 2.5: XRD pattern of BaMoO4. Intensity in arbitrary units vs. 2θ(°)
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2.2.3 Method

XRD measurements were all performed using a Philips PANanlytical X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer
(figure 2.6) using a Cu-anode (45kV, 40mA) with a real time multi strip (RTMS) detector. Measure-
ments were done from 10° ≤ 2θ ≤ 120° at a step size of 0.00837° for 8h. Most samples were hygroscopic
and thus assembled in the argon atmosphere of the glovebox in an air-tight sample holder. The sam-
ples that were stable in an ambient atmosphere were prepared outside the glovebox on a silicon wafer.

Figure 2.6: Philips PANanlytical X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer [111]

2.2.4 Analysis

The analysis of XRD patterns was done either by means of PowderCell analysis or a Rietveld refine-
ment or for phase identification. The sections below will elaborate on both techniques and will show
under which circumstances they were used.

2.2.4.1 PowderCell analysis

PowderCell is a software programme that compares the experimental XRD pattern of a sample to the-
oretical patterns of selected phases in order to identify all the peaks in the original pattern. There are
many software programmes that can do this, but PowderCell was used for this thesis. First a number
of compound patterns are manually selected to be shown, after which the experimental pattern is
placed above them, so that their peaks may be compared. It requires an idea as to which compounds
might be present in a sample, because the software offers no suggestions. Once all the phases in the
sample have been identified, a Rietveld refinement can be performed. PowderCell analysis can also
be used after a Rietveld refinement, in order to match theoretical patterns to unidentified peaks. An
example of a PowderCell analysis is shown in figure 2.7 from 23 to 42 degrees.
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Figure 2.7: Example of a powdercell analysis between 23 and 42 degrees (intensity on the y-axis and
2θ on the x-axis). The blue and the red are calculated patterns of SrMoO4 and MoO3, respectively, and
black is the experimental XRD pattern.

2.2.4.2 Rietveld refinement

Rietveld refinement is an analytical method that was used to determine whether or not a tested sam-
ple was pure. It minimises the fit between a measured XRD pattern of a compound to a calculated
XRD pattern of that compound and records the difference. This analysis reveals any additional peaks
present in the measured pattern that are not in the calculated pattern of the pure compound. If the
compound is pure, the Rietveld refinement can determine atomic positions and lattice parameters of
the crystal structure. It can also be used to find mass ratios between multiple phases in a sample. The
software programme FullProf was used to perform this analysis technique.

Firstly, the programme requires structural data of the compound that is to be analysed, such as its
space group, lattice parameters and atomic positions. It gradually refines these and many other pa-
rameters that influence the position and the shape of the peaks in the XRD pattern. Which param-
eters are refined is determined manually and the number of refined parameters is increased as the
refinement goes on, gradually improving the fit to the experimental pattern. The accuracy of the fit is
determined by the least-square minimisation [109]:

χ2 =
∑
i

wi

∣∣∣Y i
obs −Y i

calc

∣∣∣2

N −P
where wi = 1

σ(T i
obs )

(2.2)

where wi is the weighting factor, Y i
obs the observed counts, Y i

calc the calculated counts, P the number

of refined parameters, σ(T i
obs ) the standard deviation of T i

obs values and
∑

i the summation over the

N points of the fitted region [109]. The purity of a sample is indicated by the χ2 value (only for 1-phase
refinements), the better the fit, the lower its value. If there are no noticeable additional peaks, the
sample is considered pure at χ2 values lower than approximately 15. The Rietveld refinement of the
previously shown XRD pattern (figure 2.5) is depicted in figure 2.8. The red line shows the experi-
mental pattern (Y i

obs ) and the black line the fitted pattern (Y i
calc ). The blue line shows the difference

between the red and the black lines (Y i
obs – Y i

calc ), it is clear that no missing peaks are present. The
green lines depict the Bragg positions of the peaks that can be traced back to individual atomic planes
as was discussed above.
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Figure 2.8: Rietveld refinement of previously shown XRD pattern in figure 2.5 with χ2 = 6.67

2.3 Thermogravimetric differential scanning calorimetry (TGDSC)

Thermogravimetric differential scanning calorimetry (TGDSC) was used to determine phase tran-
sition temperatures of the various systems that were investigated in this thesis. The resulting data
points were then used as the experimental basis for subsequent CALPHAD modelling.

2.3.1 Theory

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a measurement technique used to detect thermal fluctu-
ations in a material associated with the phase changes or chemical reactions that occur when the
material is heated or cooled in a controlled manner. Phase changes, such as evaporation, melting,
polymorphic phase transitions, etc., cause a change in enthalpy in the material and are detected as
endothermic or exothermic events [17]. These events are recorded by measuring the difference in
heat flow between a sample and a reference crucible.

TGDSC is based on this principle and can, in addition to DSC, precisely balance both the sample
and the reference crucible from a weighing scale, so that any change in mass of the sample crucible
is detected and recorded. This additional information can lead to a more definitive diagnosis as to
which type of phase transition or change in composition has occurred. For example, a reduction
in mass could mean the evaporation of some of the sample and an increase in mass could point to
oxidation. Also, some phase transitions are not associated with a mass change, such as congruent
melting or crystallisation.

TGDSC measurements were done using the Setaram Multi HTC module on a 96 Line calorimeter (fig-
ure 2.9a). Figure 2.9b shows the reference crucible (on the left) and sample crucible (on the right)
suspended on a wire that is connected to a scale that is situated above. Both crucibles are identi-
cal. The reference crucible is not necessarily empty, and can be filled with a substance that has well-
documented phase transitions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (a) Picture of the thermogravimetric differential scanning calorimeter that was used for
measurements (b) The positioning of the reference crucible (left) and the sample crucible (right) sus-
pended from the scale that is positioned on top of the TGDSC machine

After both crucibles are inserted into the TGDSC, they are heated and cooled in a controlled atmo-
sphere (Ar or O2) according to a programme with predetermined heating and cooling rates. One mea-
surement programme may contain many heating and cooling cycles in order to obtain statistically
relevant data. Most measurements presented in this thesis were done under oxygen atmosphere, to
discourage the potential reduction of the samples.

Eutectic point

Eutectic line

Liquidus line

Figure 2.10: Ba-O phase diagram [142]

The TGDSC is connected to a computer that records
the data that is collected during the measurement.
When a phase transition occurs, the relative change
in heat flow between the reference and sample cru-
cibles is recorded by means of an exothermic or en-
dothermic peak (figure 2.11b). A data analysis pro-
gramme allows for the determination of the phase
transition temperature as is shown in figure 2.11a.

The programme calculates the onset temperature of
the transition peak (Tonset), the offset temperature
(Toffset) and the peak-max. temperature (Tp−max). By
convention, the Tonset is used to determine the transi-
tion temperature of an event on the eutectic line. This
is the horizontal line that crosses the eutectic point or
eutectic equilibrium. At the eutectic equilibrium, a
heterogeneous mixture of solid components congru-
ently melts into a homogeneous liquid at a melting
point that is lower than the melting point of any of the individual compounds. This is illustrated in
figure 2.10 [142], with the eutectic point/ equilibrium (arrow) and eutectic line on the Ba – O phase di-
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agram in red. The peak max. temperature is used to describe any liquidus line events, where a mixture
of solid and liquid melts into one liquid phase (shown in blue in figure 2.10).

Tonset Toffset

Tp-max

(a) TGDSC peak illustrating the position of the onset
(Tonset), offset (Toffset) and peak-max. (Tp−max) tem-
peratures

(b) DSC thermogram illustrating an exothermic
and endothermic peak [17, 87]

Figure 2.11

The onset, offset and peak max. temperatures need to be calibrated (corrected) for the programmed
heating and cooling rates during the measurement. In order to negate these effects, the (Tonset),
(Toffset) and (Tp−max) are corrected by the following correction curve specific to the crucibles and the
TGDSC device [111].

Tr eal = Tmeas + A ·T 2
meas +B ·Tmeas +C + r (D ·Tmeas +E) (2.3)

The melting points of well known reference metals at various cooling and heating rates are compared
to their documented melting points and corrected using a linear fit. These are all combined to give
the polynomial function of equation 2.3. Treal is the corrected temperature, Tmeas is the measured
temperature by the TGDSC, A, B, C, D and E are constants and ‘r’ is the heating rate calculated by [111]:

r = Tonset −To f f set

tonset − to f f set
(2.4)

where, tonset and toffset are the onset and offset time respectively. After the onset, offset and peak max.
temperatures of all cycles are corrected, the eutectic and liquidus phase transition temperatures are
found by taking the average of the corrected Tonset and Tp−max temperatures respectively, that are
obtained over successive cycles.

2.3.2 Method

Before each measurement, two end-member compounds were mixed in a pre-determined ratio and
ground with a mortar and pestle to ensure a homogenous mixture. Following that, 50 – 70mg of pre-
cisely weighed mixture was placed into an aluminium oxide TGDSC crucible (figure 2.12). To prevent
the melted sample from reacting with the crucible, boron nitride (BN) or aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
powder was added below and above the sample.
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Crucible

Powder
Sample
Powder

Figure 2.12: Picture of a TGDSC crucible with a pen tip for
size reference (left) and a illustration of its contents after the
sample and powder have been added (right)

The crucible was then inserted into
the TGDSC, along with an empty ref-
erence crucible. To begin, a one-cycle
measurement was performed with a
heating and cooling rate of 10K/min
and 20K/min respectively, to test if
all expected events would be visible.
If this was the case, the experiment
was repeated for four more cycles at
a heating rate of 10K/min and various
cooling rates of 20, 10, 8 and 5K/min.

A lower cooling rate increases the separation between two peaks, which can be useful if two events
occur at a similar temperature range and their peaks overlap.

After the measurement was complete, the contents of the sample crucible were emptied on a glass
dish. The agglomerated sample disk (figure 2.13) was removed and ground with a mortar and pestle
to make a smooth mixture. This mixture was then analysed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) to see if any
unexpected phases had formed.

Figure 2.13: Picture of an agglomerated sample disk right after emptying a TGDSC crucible. The sur-
rounding white powder is BN or Al2O3. The disk is ground into a powder so that it can be measured
by XRD.

2.4 Solution calorimetry

Solution calorimetry is used to determine the heat of formation of a compound. It does this by mea-
suring the temperature change when a weighed amount of sample is dissolved in a solvent of a specific
concentration. A temperature increase indicates an exothermic reaction and a temperature decrease
an endothermic reaction.

Experiments were performed using the TA Instruments TAM IIITM Precision Solution Calorimeter. A
carefully weighed amount of a sample is added to a 1 mL glass ampoule and closed with a wax seal.
The ampoule is held by a gold stirrer (figure 2.14) in a 25 mL reaction vessel that contains the solvent.
Also included in the vessel are a thermistor to measure the temperature and a sapphire tip. The tip is
used to crush the ampoule during the experiment and to dissolve the sample in the solvent contained
by the reaction vessel. The calorimetric unit containing the ampoule and the vessel is heated up to
approximately 25°C by hand and then lifted into a calorimeter cylinder that is surrounded by a large oil
bath. The bath has a constant temperature (25°C) that is regulated by a TAM-IV thermostat (accuracy:
±0.0001°C over 24h) [2].
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Figure 2.14: Calorimetric unit on the left, calorimetric cylinder on the right [2]

Before and after the ampoule is broken and the change in temperature is recorded, two calibration
steps must be performed. Calibration is done by introducing a known amount of energy into the sys-
tem and measuring the change in temperature that this gives rise to. This allows the heat capacity of
the system to be determined, which can then be used to calculate the heat of the dissolution reaction
(this will be explained below). When the first calibration step is complete, the ampoule is broken and
the change in temperature of the reaction vessel is recorded. This process is shown in figure 2.15.

First calibration

Second calibration

Reaction

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

 [m
K]

Time [min]

Figure 2.15: Ba2MoO5 in 25mL 2M HNO3 (y = 0 represents 25°C)
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The principle behind solution calorimetry is based on equation 2.5. It considers the heat coming into
the system vs. the heat going out according to the principle of the conservation of energy.

− dQ

d t
− dQF

d t
=C

dT

d t
+k(T −TS ) (2.5)

Where dQ
d t is the heat flow caused by the dissolution reaction or electrical calibration, dQF

d t is the rate

of the energy dissipation caused by stirring and heating from the thermistor, C dT
d t is the heat flow

accumulated in the system and k(T −TS ) is the rate of heat exchange between the vessel and its sur-
roundings. C is the heat capacity of the calorimetric vessel, TS the temperature of the surroundings,
T the temperature of the reaction solution and k the heat exchange coefficient characteristic of the
system.

During baseline sections there is no reaction or calibration step taking place and dQ
d t = 0. Therefore, a

baseline equation 2.6 can be determined:

− dQ f

d t
=C

dT

d t
+k(T −TS ) (2.6)

In case of a scenario where the baseline section continues for t →∞, the system is in a steady state
and dT

d t = 0. The heat flow of the system is equal to zero since the heat that is exchanged with the
surroundings is then equal to the amount of heat generated by the stirrer and the thermistor. The
equation then becomes:

− dQF

d t
= k(T∞−TS ) (2.7)

Where T∞ is the constant steady-state temperature of the vessel. When equation 2.7 is substituted

into equation 2.5, the dQF
d t term can be eliminated:

− dQ

d t
=C

dT

d t
+k(T −T∞) =C

(dT

d t
+ 1

τ
(T −T∞)

)
(2.8)

where,

τ= C

k
(2.9)

Integration of equation 2.8 gives:

−Q =
∫ tend

tst ar t

−dQ

d t
d t =C

[
∆Tobs +

∫ tend

tst ar t

1

τ
(T −T∞)d t

]
=C (∆Tobs −∆Tad j ) (2.10)

where,
∆Tobs = Ttend −Ttst ar t (2.11)

and where tstart and tend are the times when a reaction or calibration section starts and ends. ∆Tadj

can be calculated by finding τ and T∞ by analysing the baseline sections. This can be done by using

equation 2.8 and setting dQ
d t = 0 to get a steady-state baseline equation 2.12:

0 =C
dT

d t
+k(T −T∞) (2.12)

Integration gives:
T = T∞+ (T0 −T∞)e−t/T (2.13)
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where T0 is the starting temperature of the baseline section. Fitting this equation to the baseline sec-
tion gives T∞ and eventually τ using equation 2.8. These values lead to the determination of ∆Tobs

and ∆Tadj. The only unknown variables then left in equation 2.10 are Q and C. This is what the cali-
bration steps are for. By introducing a known amount of electric energy (Qcalibration), the heat capacity
of the system can be determined, which can then be used during the reaction step to determine the
heat of the dissolution reaction (Qreaction). Dividing this value by the amount of the sample that was
dissolved gives the molar enthalpy of solution [2].

2.5 Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry (KEMS)

Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry (KEMS) is a high-temperature mass spectrometry technique
designed to determine the gaseous components of low-volatile solids (or liquids) and to evaluate their
relative partial pressures as a function of temperature. It gives a variety of thermodynamic property
information about the chosen sample, as well as the ionisation and dissociation energies of the vapour
species that are formed.

2.5.1 Knudsen Effusion cell

The KEMS measurement technique is based on a process called “effusion”. It is similar to diffusion,
where molecules disperse through an area based on the number of collisions they experience with
each other, flowing from high to low concentration areas. The average distance that a gas particle
travels between two collisions is called the mean free path.

Figure 2.16: Visual representation of diffusion (left) and effusion (right) [126]

To illustrate the difference between diffusion and effusion, a scenario is considered where two cham-
bers are separated by a barrier containing a hole (figure 2.16). One chamber is filled with a gas and
the other is not. If the hole is larger than the mean free path of the gaseous particles, they will diffuse
through it until the concentration in both chambers is the same. If the hole is significantly smaller
than the mean free path, the gas will effuse through the so-called “pinhole” to the other chamber and
the concentration of the first chamber will stay relatively constant.

Graham’s law gives the relation between the rate of effusion and the mass of a gaseous particle [1, 3].
The higher the mass (M), the slower the effusion rate:

rate of effusion for gas A

rate of effusion for gas B
=

√
MB

MA
(2.14)
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Because the hole is so much smaller than the mean free path, collisions between particles in the region
of the hole are negligible and all particles that arrive there will pass through it. Gaseous particles that
would normally collide with the wall, will pass through the pinhole [116]. By measuring the mass loss
from the container over a period of time, the vapour pressure of the sample can be calculated [61].
The molecular beam that is formed by the pinhole also gives information on the gaseous particles
that are released from the sample when it is passed through a mass spectrometer [112]. The effusion
chamber is incorporated in a Knudsen Effusion Cell (figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17: Knudsen Effusion Cell [112]

The sample is situated at the bottom of the Knudsen Cell, where it is heated under vacuum (or at a
very low pressure) by a high-temperature furnace. Vacuum (or low pressure) is necessary to ensure
that there are no interfering gaseous particles and so that the mean free path of the gas is large which
causes molecule vs. wall collisions to dominate [112]. The mean free path is inversely proportional to
the pressure [8]:

λ= kT

σp
(2.15)

where, λ is the mean free path, k is the Boltzmann constant, p is the pressure, T the temperature
and σ is the area around a molecule πd 2, which the centre of another molecule must enter in order
to cause a collision. It is called the collision cross section [8]. The Knudsen cell is made of tungsten
or aluminium oxide (Al2O3), because of their high melting points and low reactivity. The sublimating
sample forms a gaseous phase that effuses through the cell orifice (the pinhole) to form a molecular
beam [122]. The effusion rate is expressed by means of the Hertz-Knudsen equation:

d Ni

d t
= Pi sCp

2πMi RT
(2.16)

where d Ni
d t equals the number of species ’i’ effusing through the orifice surface per unit time, Pi is the

partial pressure of species ’i’ at temperature T, ’s’ is the surface of the orifice, Mi is the molar mass and
R the gas constant. ’C’ is the Clausing factor and corrects for the depth of the pinhole. When C = 1, the
pinhole shape is sharp and has no depth, but in reality, C < 1 [21, 122]. The mass loss associated with
the effusion of molecules Gi over a period of time δt can be expressed as such:

Gi = d Ni

d t
Miδt = Pi sCδt

(
Mi

2πRT

)1/2

(2.17)

2.5.2 KEMS set-up

The Knudsen effusion cell is connected to a mass spectrometer as depicted in figure 2.18. A mass
spectrometer consists of an ioniser, a mass analyser and a detector.
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Figure 2.18: Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry set-up [54]

The molecular beam emerging from the Knudsen cell is ionised by electron bombardment. High en-
ergy electrons are used to overcome the ionisation energy of the gaseous molecules. This high energy
will cause ionisation, but it can also lead to fragmentation, where the emitted molecule splits into
stoichiometric ions. Fragmentation complicates the determination of the vaporisation reactions that
occur in the Knudsen Cell, because (obviously) the recorded fragmented ions cannot be told apart
from the non-fragmented ions as they go through the mass spectrometer. This makes it difficult to
piece together which ions came from their own gaseous species and which were caused by a frag-
mentation reaction. These equations shows direct ionisation (2.18) and fragmentation (2.19) [34]:

A+e− → A++2e−

AB +e− → AB++2e−
(2.18)

AB +e− → A++B +2e− (2.19)

Figure 2.19: Visual representation of a magnetic mass analyser [60]

After the molecular beam is ionised, it is passed through a mass analyser, which separates the ions
based on their mass-to-charge ratio. A magnetic mass analyser accelerates the ions with a negative
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electric field through an electromagnet as shown in figure 2.19 until they collide with the detector. The
magnet bends the path of the ions so that they are separated according to their mass and charge [122].
Ions in this magnetic field experience two equal forces; one due to the centripetal force and one due
to the magnetic field. This can be expressed as follows:

FC = FB FC = mv2

r
FB = qvB sinθ (2.20)

where, m is the mass, v is the velocity , r is the radius of the circular path of the ions, q is the charge
and B is the magnetic field magnitude. The path of the ions is perpendicular to the magnetic field, so
sin(90) = 1.

FC = FB = mv2

r
= qvB which gives v = B qr

m
(2.21)

The kinetic energy of the ions equals the change in potential energy, according to the conservation of
energy law:

K E = PE
mv2

2
= qV (2.22)

Substituting equation 2.21 gives:
m

2

(B qr

m

)2 = qV (2.23)

m

q
= B 2r 2

2V
(2.24)

This shows that an ion with mass-to-charge ratio m
q will follow a unique path with radius ‘r’ through

the mass analyser if B and V can be held constant [5]. This way all ions with a different mass-to-charge
ratio can be separated and their respective intensities can be recorded. This is done by a detector.

The detector receives the ion beam from the mass analyser and increases the intensity of the signal by
means of an electron multiplier. It consists of a series of metal dynodes (made of a Be-Cu alloy) that are
arranged in such a way that they can increase and reflect the signal to the next dynode (figure 2.20).
The first dynode is negatively charged to attract the ion beams that come out of the mass analyser.
When they collide with each other, the dynode generates a shower of secondary electrons. These are
then attracted to the second dynode, and so on, until the ion beam signal has been multiplied by an
order of 106 [85]. The signals from the detector are recorded by a computer as graphs of intensity vs.
time, temperature or electronvolt (eV).

Figure 2.20: Electron multiplier with multiple dynodes [85]
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2.5.3 Partial pressure calculation

One of the most important data that result from a KEMS measurement, is the partial pressure of all
gaseous species that form during the sublimation of the sample. In order for the partial pressure
calculations to be accurate, it is important to determine which ions came from fragmentation and
which came directly from the ionisation of a molecule (equations 2.18 and 2.19). How this puzzle
is solved will be discussed in chapter 4 with the experimental results. For now, let’s assume that all
fragmented ions have been determined.

First, the KEMS equipment has to be calibrated so that every measurement yields the same results,
independent of which machine was used. This is done by measuring a well-documented sample,
such as silver, and calculating the partial pressure of its two isotopes, 107-Ag and 109-Ag. The partial
pressures of these isotopes are added together with a weight factor according to their natural abun-
dance. The measured total vapour pressure of silver (vs. temperature) is compared to the documented
vapour pressure and corrected with a calibration instrumental factor K Ag .

Before the partial pressure of each gaseous molecule can be calculated, their ionisation cross section
needs to be determined. The ionisation cross section of an atom or molecule essentially describes
how close an electron needs to get to the atom/ molecule in order for an ionisation reaction to take
place. It is not equal to the atomic or molecular radius, because different electron configurations and
molecular bonding strengths have an impact on the readiness of an atom or molecule to undergo
ionisation. The ionisation cross sections of atoms are well-documented [34], but molecular cross
sections are more difficult to find and had to be approximated for the purposes of this thesis. This
approximation was done using the methodology developed by Deutsch et al. [31] for basic molecules
of the form ABn [30] and more complicated molecules Ax ByCz and Ap BsCt Du [29]. It relies on a
simple model of adding cross sections of the relevant atoms together in a stoichiometric ratio, but it
also introduces a weighting factor ‘f’ per atomic cross section which takes into account the effect of
molecular bonding. The general equations look like this [29, 30]:

σ+(ABn) = fa(r A ,rB ,ξA ,ξB )σ+(A)+ fB (r A ,rB ,ξA ,ξB )nσ+(B) (2.25)

σ+(Ax ByCz ) = [(y + z)/x]α fx (r A ,rB ,rC ,ξA ,ξB ,ξC )xσ+(A)

+ [(x + z)/y]β fy (r A ,rB ,rC ,ξA ,ξB ,ξC )yσ+(B)

+ [(x + y)/z]γ fz (r A ,rB ,rC ,ξA ,ξB ,ξC )zσ+(C )

(2.26)

where, σ+(ABn) and σ+(Ax ByCz ) are the ionisation cross sections of the molecules ABn and Ax ByCz ,
fa , fb and fc are weighting factors depending on the radius of atom A (r A), B (rB ) and C (rc ) and the
effective number of electrons of A (ξA), B (ξB ) and C (ξC ). The weighting factors are multiplied by
the respective stoichiometrically weighed ionisation cross sections of atoms A, B and C. Filling in the
equations for the weighting factors, give the molecular cross section equations [29, 30]:

σ+(ABn) = [r 2
A/r 2

B ]α[ξA/(ξA +nξB )]σ+(A)+ [(nr 2
B )/r 2

A]β[nξB /(ξA +nξB )]nσ+(B) (2.27)

σ+(Ax ByCz ) = [(y + z)/x]α[r 2
A/(r 2

B + r 2
C )]α[xξA/(yξB + zξC )]xσ+(A)

+ [(x + z)/y]β[r 2
B /(r 2

A + r 2
C )]β[yξB /(xξA + zξC )]yσ+(B)

+ [(x + y)/z]γ[r 2
C /(r 2

A + r 2
B )]γ[zξC /(xξA + yξB )]zσ+(C )

(2.28)
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where exponents α, β and γ are given by:

α= g1(α∗) β= g2(β∗) γ= g2(γ∗) (2.29)

with:

α∗ = r A/(rB + rC )ξA/(ξB +ξC )

β∗ = rB /(r A + rC )ξB /(ξA +ξC )

γ∗ = rC /(r A + rB )ξC /(ξA +ξB )

(2.30)

The functions g1(α∗), g2(β∗) and g2(γ∗) have been determined empirically. The exponents α, β and
γ can be found using the graph depicted below [29, 30].

𝜶,
 𝜷

, 𝜸

𝜶*, 𝜷*, 𝜸*

𝜶

𝜷, 𝜸

Figure 2.21: Functions to determine α, β and γ. Adapted from [30]

Now that the molecular ionisation cross sections have been calculated, the factor Hi can be deter-
mined with the calibration factor Kag , the cross sections of gaseous species ‘i’ (σi ) and silver (σAg )
and the molecular mass of species ‘i’ (Mi ) and silver (MAg ) [122]:

Hi =
σAg

K Agσi
√

Mi MAg
(2.31)

Using Hi , the partial pressure can be calculated. The partial pressure is calculated for every gaseous
species formed in the Knudsen effusion cell. The addition of all these partial pressures then gives the
vapour pressure of the sample material as a function of temperature. When it is clear which ionic
species originated from which gaseous molecule, the intensity vs. temperature data of those ions are
used to calculate the partial pressures. It is possible for one ionic species to originate from multiple
molecules. For example, Ba+ can originate from the ionisation of Ba(g), but also from a fragmentation
reaction with BaMoO4(g). The ratio of these reactions is determined with the intensity vs. eV data
and will be discussed in chapter 4. It is used as a weight factor for the intensity values of the ions to
calculate the partial pressure of the molecule. For example, if 20% of the Ba+ ions were created by
the ionisation reaction with Ba(g) and 80% by fragmentation of BaMoO4(g), then the intensity values
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of Ba+ will be multiplied by 0.20 to calculate the partial pressure of Ba(g). The remaining 80% of the
intensity would be allocated to the partial pressure of BaMoO4(g). The equation is as such:

Pi = Hi
∑
k

Ik T M 1/2
k (2.32)

where, Hi is the factor calculated by equation 2.31, Ik is the intensity of ionic species ‘k’, T is the
temperature, Mk is the molar mass of species ‘k’ and Pi is the partial pressure of gaseous molecule
‘i’ [122].

2.6 CALPHAD modelling

The CALPHAD (Calculation of Phase Diagram) method combines thermodynamic property databases
with mathematical models to calculate the thermodynamic stability and properties of multicompo-
nent, multiphase systems as a function of temperature, composition and pressure [50]. For the pur-
pose of this thesis, CALPHAD is used to model phase diagrams by calculating the temperature depen-
dence of phase equilibria as a function of their composition. It does this by minimising the Gibbs free
energy of the system (including all stable phases in the system) so that dG = 0. A general expression
for the Gibbs energy function of a phase α is [128]:

Gα
m =ref Gα

m +id Gα
m +excess Gα

m +phy Gα
m (2.33)

where idG is the ideal mixing term (assuming no interactions between constituents in a phase), Gphy

is a term used to account for the contribution of any physical effects (like magnetic transitions) and
Gexcess is the excess Gibbs energy term that describes the deviation between the ideal and the observed
Gibbs energy of mixing functions. Gref is the Gibbs energy reference term, representing the combined
Gibbs energy contribution of the elements and/ or stoichiometric compounds in the phase. The stoi-
chiometric compounds are called the constituents of a phase. The Gibbs energy of one pure element
or stoichiometric compound appearing in stable formα at standard temperature and pressure, is rep-
resented by the following polynomial function [132] that can be formulated based on experimental
data or supplied by a database such as TAF-ID (the Thermodynamics of Advanced Fuels – Interna-
tional Database [51]).

Gα
A(T ) = a0 +a1T +a2T · lnT +a3T 2 +a4T −1 +a5T 3 + ... (2.34)

The following thermodynamic definitions:

H =G −T

(
δG

δT

)
p,Ni

S =−
(
δG

δT

)
P,Ni

CP =−T

(
δ2G

δT 2

)
P,Nα

(2.35)

can subsequently be used to calculate the polynomial functions for entropy, enthalpy and heat capac-
ity [132]:

Hα
m = a0 −a2T +a3T 2 +2a4T −1 −3a5T 3 + ... (2.36)

Sαm =−a1 −a2(1+ lnT )−2a3T +a4T −2 −3a5T 2 + ... (2.37)

Cα
p =−a2 −a3T −2a4T −2 −6a5T 2 + ... (2.38)

CALPHAD offers a range of model options to do phase calculations on a system, depending on that
system’s characteristics. The Gref, Gideal and Gexcess functions shown in equation 2.33 all depend on
the type of model that is chosen to describe the system. The models that were used in this thesis for
the gaseous, liquid and solid phases are discussed below.
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2.6.1 Solid phase: the Compound Energy Formulism (CEF)

The solid phase, having long-range ordering with fixed atomic positions contained in a lattice struc-
ture, is described using a sublattice model called the Compound Energy Formulism (CEF). It defines
the solid phase as being composed of interlocking sublattices that house individual components on
fixed lattice sites. These components can mix on the sublattices to form the stoichiometric com-
pounds (end-members) that occur in a phase diagram. The Gibbs energy expression has the same
form as equation 2.33, with a Gref, Gideal, Gexcess and Gphys:

G =Gr e f +G i deal
mi x +Gexcess

mi x +Gphy s
mi x (2.39)

This is a general representation of the sublattice system according to the CEF [50]:

(A,B ,C , ...)(D,E ,F, ...)(G , H , I , ...) (2.40)

where the sublattices and the components are represented by the brackets and the letters respectively.
A site fraction of each component ‘i’ on each sublattice ‘s’ is defined as follows:

y s
i =

ns
i

N s (2.41)

where y s
i is the site fraction, ns

i the number of atoms of component ‘i’ on sublattice ‘s’ and N s the total
number of sites on sublattice ‘s’. N s is defined as the total number of atoms on sublattice ‘s’ plus the
number of vacancies (ns

V a):
N s = ns

V a +
∑

i
ns

i (2.42)

This results in the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing function:

G i deal
mi x =−T Si deal

mi x = RT
∑

s
N s

∑
i

y s
i ln y s

i (2.43)

The Gref term is defined by the end-members of the sublattice model. To illustrate this, a simple two-
sublattice system is taken as a case study, with the following formula [114]:

(A,B)1(C ,D)1 (2.44)

Figure 2.22: Representa-
tion of the (A,B)1(C ,D)1

sublattice [114]

The end-members of this system are formed when only pure components
exist on each sublattice. For example, when only A occupies sublattice
1 and only C occupies sublattice 2, the end-member AC is formed. This
results in four end-members for this system: AC, AD, BC and BD as is rep-
resented in figure 2.22. The area within the square represents the compo-
sition of the phase.

Gref is then the summation of the Gibbs energy functions of the end-
members (in the polynomial format shown by equation 2.34) times the
relevant site fractions [50, 114]:

Gr e f
m = y A yC G AC °+ yB yC GBC °+ y A yDG AD °+ yB yDG°BD (2.45)

Or extrapolated to the general expression [114]:

Gr e f
m =∑

I
P J (Y ) ·G I ° (2.46)
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where GI° represents the Gibbs energy function of end-member ‘I’ and PI(Y) represents the product of
the corresponding site fractions of ‘I’. Filling the expressions for Gideal and Gref into equation 2.39 gives
the general expression of the Gibbs energy function according to the Compound Energy Formulism
[114]:

Gm(T ) =∑
PIo (Y )0G I0 +RT

n∑
s=1

as

ns∑
i=1

y l
i ln(y l

i )+Gexcess
m +Gphy s

m (2.47)

The Gphys term depends on the properties of the system that is modelled and is added here for accu-
racy but will not be discussed further. The Gexcess term is optimised during CALPHAD modelling.

2.6.2 Liquid phase: the Ionic two-Sublattice Model (I2SL)

The liquid phase is described using the Ionic two-Sublattice model (I2SL). It is an adaptation of the
sublattice model that can account for a pure metallic phase as well as metallic oxides [64]. It does this
by modifying the sublattice equation 2.40 to create two sublattices (cationic and anionic) [50]:

(C+vi
i )P (A

−v j

j ,V a−Q ,B 0
k )Q (2.48)

The first sublattice contains cations (C+vi
i ) and the second sublattice contains anions (A

−v j

j ), vacan-

cies (V a−Q ) and neutral species (B 0
k ). The terms ‘i’, ‘j’ and ‘k’ represent specific constituents. P and Q

are calculated with the following equations [114]:

P =∑
j

y A j v j +Q yV aQ− (2.49)

Q =∑
i

yCi vi (2.50)

where y A j and yCi are the site fractions of the j-th anion and i-th cation respectively. P and Q are
equal to the total charge of the opposite sublattice, so that the system upholds electroneutrality. If the
cationic sublattice (P) is more positive than the anionic sublattice (Q) is negative, the vacancy corrects
for this by also carrying a charge.

With this adjusted model, equation 2.47 can be modified to give:

Gm(T ) =∑
i

∑
j

yCi y A j °GCi :A j +Q yV a
∑

i
yCi °GCi +Q

∑
k

yBk °GBk

+RT

[
P

∑
i

yCi ln yCi +Q

(∑
j

y A j ln y A j + yV a ln yV a +
∑
k

yBk ln yBk

)]
+Gexcess

m

(2.51)

The Gref function is encompassed by the first three terms showing the Gibbs energy contribution by
the end-members (in the polynomial format shown by equation 2.34), including metals and neutral
species, and the fourth term represents the ideal Gibbs mixing term. The Gexcess term is rather exten-
sive, because it has to account for the interactions between all constituents:

Gexcess
m =∑

i1

∑
i2

∑
j

yCi1
yCi2

y A j LCi1 ,Ci2 :A j +Q y2
V a

∑
i1

∑
i2

yCi1
yCi2

LCi1 ,Ci2 :V a

+∑
i

∑
j1

∑
j2

yCi y A j1
y A j2

LCi ,A j1 :A j2
+ yV a

∑
i

∑
j

yCi y A j LCi :A j ,V a

+∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

yCi y A j yBk LCi :A j ,Bk +Q yV a
∑

i

∑
k

k yCi yBk LCi :Bk ,V a +
∑
k1

∑
k2

yBk1
yBk2

LBk1 ,Bk2

(2.52)
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Each term represents the interaction between two or three constituents. For example, the first term
accounts for the interaction between two cations and one anion (like L(C a+2,M g 2+,O−2) for the sys-
tem CaO – MgO) and the second term represents the interaction between two metallic elements (like
L(C a+2,M g+2,V a) in Ca – Mg) [50]. The interaction parameters are assumed to have a linear relationship
with temperature: L = a0 + a1T. These parameters are optimised during CALPHAD modelling.

2.6.3 Gaseous phase: ideal mixture

The gaseous phase is assumed to be an ideal mixture of gaseous species ‘i’ and is described by the
following function [120]:

Gψ =∑
i

yi °Gψ

i +RT ln
P

P °
+RT

∑
i

yi ln yi (2.53)

The first and second term together represent the Gibbs energy of a ideal gas (at standard temperature
and pressure) and the third term represents the Gibbs energy of mixing of a perfect gas. Gψ

i is the
standard Gibbs energy of the gaseous species i , yi is the fraction of the species i in the gas phase, and
P° is the standard pressure. The gaseous phase was not optimised in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Experimental, Results and Discussion

This chapter contains a variety of experimental research about the following three systems: (3.1) Ba-
Mo-O, (3.2) Ba-Cs-Mo-O and (3.3) Sr-Mo-O. They include the synthesis results of BaMoO4, BaMo3O10,
Ba2MoO5, Ba3MoO6 and BaCs2(MoO4)2, as well as the phase diagram investigations for the BaMoO4 -
MoO3, BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 and SrMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo-binary sections. Each individual experimental
method is accompanied by a direct discussion of the results, due to the large amount of experiments
that were conducted.

Synthesis conditions

Table 3.1: Synthesis conditions

Compound Starting reagentsa Atmo-

sphereb
Crucible Conditionsc Result

BaMoO4 BaCO3 + MoO3 Air Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 973Kd Successful

O2 Platinum
1 cycle for 12h at 823K and 2h at 993K

and 3 cycles at 823K for 12h each.
Partially successful

BaMoO4 + 2MoO3
O2 Platinum 3 cycles for 12h at 823K Partially successful

BaMo3O10

BaCO3 + MoO3 Air Platinum
1 cycle for 4 days at 893K and 1 cycle

for 2 days at 893K
Successful

O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 12h at 1473K Partially successful
Ba2MoO5 BaMoO4 + BaO

O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 1273K Successful

BaMoO4 + BaO O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 1273K Partially successful
Ba3MoO6

Ba2MoO5 + BaO O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 12h at 1273K Partially successful

Cs2MoO4 Cs2CO3 + BaO O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 973K Successful

BaCs2(MoO4)2 BaMoO4 + Cs2MoO4 O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 24h, 14h and 24h at 1023Ke Successful

aAll mixtures were mixed and ground for 15 minutes using a mortar and pestle to ensure a homogeneous mixture.
bAll in high-temperature furnaces. O2: Ceradel tubular furnace, model PTF 12/50/250, air: Borel furnace, model TL1100-6.
cAlways a 15 minute regrinding step in between cycles.
dInitially attempted at 1073K, but this caused melting of MoO3 (MP = 1074K [38])
eNumber of cycles was not specified by Smith et al. [123], 3 cycles were chosen for practical reasons.
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Table 3.1 shows the conditions of the solid syntheses that were performed. Only the successful syn-
theses will be discussed in this chapter, the partially successful syntheses are reported in Appendix
A. The synthesis of Cs2MoO4 is not described, because of its well known synthesis method. For more
information on this synthesis, see Wallez et al. [138] and the master thesis by Wouter Burik [132].

3.1 Ba-Mo-O system: investigation of the BaMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo-
binary section

The Ba-Mo-O system includes a large number of compounds, not all of which will be discussed in
this chapter. This chapter will address the BaO – MoO3 pseudo-binary section, with special focus
on the compositional region 0.5 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 1.0 for which TGDSC experiments were conducted.
The successful synthesis of BaMoO4 and BaMo3O10 (for the TGDSC measurements) and the partially
successful synthesis of Ba3MoO6 will be covered, as well as a new synthesis method to successfully
produce Ba2MoO5, which allowed for some preliminary solution calorimetry measurements. All syn-
thesis methods and conditions are described by table 3.1. Only the successful syntheses will be dis-
cussed, the partially successful synthesis results can be found in Appendix A. Section 3.1 is divided
into the syntheses and structural characterisation of the aforementioned compounds (3.1.1), the so-
lution calorimetry results of Ba2MoO5 (3.1.2) as well as the TGDSC measurement results for the BaO –
MoO3 pseudo-binary section (3.1.3).

3.1.1 Syntheses and structural characterisation

3.1.1.1 BaMoO4

BaCO3+MoO3 → BaMoO4 (3.1)

BaMoO4 was successfully synthesised by means of the method described in table 3.1. It yielded a
white powder that is stable under ambient atmosphere (see figure 3.1). An XRD measurement and
subsequent Rietveld refinement was done to test the purity of the synthesis, which can be seen below
in figure 3.2. The refined lattice parameters and atomic positions are shown in table 3.2 and 3.3.

Figure 3.1: Picture of aluminum oxide crucibles with BaMoO4 after the last cycle in the oven
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Figure 3.2: Rietveld refinement of BaMoO4 (χ2 = 6.67). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in
red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference
between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are
marked in green. The BaMoO4 unit cell sketch shows oxygen atoms in red, molybdenum polyhedra in
purple and barium polyhedra in green.

Table 3.2: Refined lattice parameters of BaMoO4

Space group I41/a (88), α = β = γ = 90°
Lattice parameter Refined value [Å]
a 5.5817(1)
b 5.5817(1)
c 12.8197(2)

Table 3.3: Refined atomic positions of BaMoO4

Element Wyck. x y z B
Ba 4b 0 1/4 5/8 0.99(2)
Mo 4a 0 1/4 1/8 1.21(2)
O 16f 0.1054(6) 0.0318(6) 0.1940(2) 1.6(1)

3.1.1.2 BaMo3O10

Method 1: partially successful

BaMoO4+2MoO3 → BaMo3O10 (3.2)

Two variations of this method were attempted that were unfortunately only partially successful. The
synthesis conditions of both of these methods are described in table 3.1 and the results can be found
in Appendix A.1.
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Method 2: successful
BaCO3+3MoO3 → BaMo3O10 (3.3)

A second synthesis method, as described by Werner et al. [95] (table 3.1), was attempted. BaCO3 and
MoO3 were mixed in a 1:3 ratio and ground for 15 minutes using a mortar and pestle. This mixture
(200 mg) was placed into a platinum crucible and heated for four days at 893K under air. The resulting
powder had a green hue and did not show any signs of crystal formation. Rietveld refinement did not
show any unidentified peaks, however, the χ2 value was still fairly high. Therefore, a second cycle was
done for 2 days at 893K under air with ± 90 mg of mixture in each platinum crucible. After this cycle,
the sample still had a green hue and no crystal formation (figure 3.3). The Rietveld refinement after
this cycle (figure 3.4) showed a pure sample.

Figure 3.3: Picture of two platinum crucibles with BaMo3O10 after the second cycle in the oven

Figure 3.4: Rietveld refinement of BaMo3O10 after 2 cycles (χ2 = 5.8). Comparison between the ob-
served (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is
the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular po-
sitions are marked in green. The BaMo3O10 unit cell sketch shows oxygen atoms in red, molybdenum
polyhedra in purple and barium polyhedra in green.

The refined lattice parameters and atomic positions are shown in table 3.4 and 3.5 below. It was not
possible to refine the position of the oxygen atoms, a convergence could not be reached by the FullProf
programme when they were selected.
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Table 3.4: Refined lattice parameters of BaMo3O10

Space group P21(4), α = γ = 90°
Lattice parameter Refined value [Å]
a 14.6971(9)
b 7.5712(4)
c 6.9648(5)
β 100.403(5)°

Table 3.5: Refined (only Ba and Mo) atomic positions of BaMo3O10. Oxygen elements have no error
values because they were not refined. Based on crystal structure data by Werner et al. [95].

Label Element Wyck. x y z

Ba1 Ba 2a 0.0710(6) 0.745(4) 0.888(1)

Ba2 Ba 2a 0.5651(6) 0.497(4) 0.371(1)

Mo1 Mo 2a 0.651(1) 0.238(4) 0.935(2)

Mo2 Mo 2a 0.3836(9) 0.238(4) 0.060(2)

Mo3 Mo 2a 0.850(1) 0.507(4) 0.577(2)

Mo4 Mo 2a 0.1194(9) 0.528(4) 0.439(2)

Mo5 Mo 2a 0.1605(7) 0.254(4) 0.802(1)

Mo6 Mo 2a 0.6681(7) 0.009(4) 0.332(1)

O1 O 2a 0.3650 0.9960 0.0280

O2 O 2a 0.6390 0.9990 0.0030

O3 O 2a 0.4950 0.2540 0.0030

O4 O 2a 0.4120 0.7320 0.3060

O5 O 2a 0.2360 0.7590 0.0860

O6 O 2a 0.3270 0.7460 0.7610

O7 O 2a 0.4070 0.2630 0.3100

O8 O 2a 0.3190 0.2610 0.7570

O9 O 2a 0.2410 0.2460 0.0560

O10 O 2a 0.1250 0.7580 0.4830

O11 O 2a 0.1310 0.2540 0.4920

O13 O 2a 0.0090 0.5100 0.5110

O14 O 2a 0.0900 0.0090 0.1950

O15 O 2a 0.2610 0.0120 0.4010

O16 O 2a 0.1620 0.0080 0.7330

O17 O 2a 0.9120 0.9940 0.8110

O18 O 2a 0.8200 0.9920 0.2510

O19 O 2a 0.7380 0.0140 0.5500

O20 O 2a 0.0540 0.2560 0.8780
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3.1.1.3 Ba2MoO5

BaMoO4+BaO → Ba2MoO5 (3.4)

Method 1: Partially successful

The synthesis conditions for the first method are described in table 3.1. It was only partially successful
and the results are discussed in the Appendix A.2.

Method 2: Successful

As can be seen by looking at the BaO - MoO3 phase diagram (figure 3.5), the temperature of the pre-
vious synthesis (1473K) comes very close to the Ba2MoO5 peritectic line in the model at 1562K [120],
which caused the compound to decompose during the synthesis. To prevent this, the temperature of
the next synthesis was lowered to 1273K.
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Figure 3.5: (1-x)BaO - (x)MoO3 phase diagram

BaMoO4 and BaO were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and ground for 15 minutes with a mortar and pestle. The
mixture (300 mg) was put into a large aluminium crucible and heated under O2 for one cycle at 1273K
for 12h. The resulting powder was significantly lighter and softer than the previous synthesis with
method 1 (figure 3.6):

Figure 3.6: Picture of an aluminium oxide crucible with Ba2MoO5 after the first cycle in the oven
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Rietveld refinement showed that the purity of the sample had improved compared to the first method,
even though some unidentified peaks could still be seen around 26 and 29°. A three-phase (BaMoO4,
BaO and Ba2MoO5) Rietveld analysis (Appendix: figure B.5) showed a presence of 95.2± 0.4% Ba2MoO5,
4.6 ± 0.2% BaMoO4 and 0.2 ± 0.1% BaO (all wt%), which is a significant improvement to the previous
synthesis method. To remove the small amount of BaMoO4, a second cycle was done at 1273K for
12h. This did not change the colour of the resulting powder (figure 3.7). XRD and subsequent Rietveld
analysis showed a pure sample (figure 3.8). The refined atomic positions and lattice parameters are
shown in table 3.6 and 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Picture of an aluminium oxide crucible with Ba2MoO5 after the second cycle in the oven

Figure 3.8: Rietveld refinement of Ba2MoO5 after 2 cycles (χ2 = 2.14). Comparison between the ob-
served (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is
the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular po-
sitions are marked in green. The Ba2MoO5 unit cell sketch shows oxygen atoms in red, molybdenum
polyhedra in purple and barium polyhedra in green.
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Table 3.6: Refined lattice parameters of Ba2MoO5

Space group Pnma (62), α = β = γ = 90°
Lattice parameter Refined value [Å]
a 7.4105(4)
b 5.7615(3)
c 11.3843(6)

Table 3.7: Refined atomic positions of Ba2MoO5

Label Element Wyck. x y z B
Ba1 Ba 4c 0.6853(2) 1/4 0.0833(1) 0.29(4)
Ba2 Ba 4c 0.9802(1) 1/4 0.78952(9) 0.28(4)
Mo Mo 4c 0.6833(3) 1/4 0.4315(2) 0.42(5)
O1 O 4a 0 0 0 2.3(3)
O2 O 4c 0.538(1) 1/4 0.2953(8) 0.8(3)
O3 O 4c 0.778(1) 1/4 0.594(1) 3/5
O4 O 8d 0.318(1) 0.008(1) 0.1122(6) 3/5

3.1.1.4 Ba3MoO6

The synthesis of this compound has not been tried before, although Maikel Rutten [111] suggested
one cycle at 1473K for 4h under oxygen flow in his thesis. Considering the success of the Ba2MoO5
synthesis, two methods were attempted with two cycles at 1273K for 12h under O2 flow. Synthesis
conditions for both methods are included in table 3.1.

Method 1: Partially successful
BaMoO4+2BaO → Ba3MoO6 (3.5)

BaMoO4 and BaO were mixed in a 1:2 ratio and ground for 15 minutes with a mortar and pestle. The
mixture (300 mg) was put into a large aluminium oxide crucible and heated under O2 for 12h at 1273K.
When it came out of the oven, the powder had a yellow/brown colour (figure 3.9). It also contained
some hard black spots, which appeared to be a contamination. They were removed as much as possi-
ble before grinding.

Figure 3.9: Picture of aluminium oxide crusible with Ba3MoO6 after the first cycle in the oven

Phase analysis was done using Powdercell, but it was not possible to match one or multiple phase(s)
to the unidentified peaks. It would be logical to have unreacted BaMoO4 and/or BaO present, but that
was not the case. Powdercell showed some possible BaMo3O10 in the mixture, but it only matched
some of the missing peaks. The following compounds were tested: BaMoO4, BaO, BaMo3O10, Ba2MoO5,
Al2(MoO4)3, Al2O3 (because of the Al2O3 crucible), MoO2 and MoO3.
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A second cycle was done to see if the amount of unidentified peaks would decrease to make a Rietveld
refinement possible. The mixture was heated at 1273K for 12h under an O2 atmosphere. The colour
of the powder was a little darker than after the first cycle as can be seen below (figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Picture of mortar with Ba3MoO6 after the second cycle in the oven

There were still too many unidentified peaks for a regular Rietveld refinement. Therefore, a Le Bail fit
was tried with Ba3MoO6 and multiple different phases (Ba2MoO5, BaMo3O10, BaMoO4 and/ or BaO).
Lattice parameters and atomic positions for Ba3MoO6 were taken from Pearson’s crystal database and
published by Sabatier et al. [103]. This type of refinement uses a constant scale factor and does not
optimise atomic positions. As a result, the programme identifies the presence of an extra phase, but
does not specify how much of it is included in the mixture. This is because the intensity of the peaks
is no longer refined (which gives the percentage of each phase during a regular refinement), only
their position. The le Bail refinement showed that the sample contained (an unknown amount) of
Ba2MoO5 and BaMo3O10 (figure 3.11). Since this synthesis method was only partially successful, a
second method was tried using different starting reagents Ba2MoO5 and BaO.

Figure 3.11: Le Bail refinement of Ba3MoO6 after two cycles with Ba3MoO6, Ba2MoO5 and BaMo3O10
(χ2 = 4.36). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray
diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green for each phase.
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Method 2: Partially successful

Ba2MoO5+BaO → Ba3MoO6 (3.6)

Ba2MoO5 and BaO were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and were ground for 15 minutes with a mortar and pestle.
The mixture (150 mg) was added to a large aluminium oxide crucible and heated under O2 at 1273K
for 12h. The colour of the powder (figure 3.12a) looked much the same as after the first cycle of the
previous method. It also contained the same black contamination spots that were removed as much
as possible. The powder was easily removable from the crucible.

A regular Rietveld refinement was attempted, but was not possible due to extra phases that were
present in the sample. Therefore a second cycle was done (at 1273K for 12h under O2) to see if the
purity of the sample could be improved. The colour of the resulting powder did not seem to have
changed (there were no black spots this time, figure 3.12b). However, the sample was very sticky and
hard to remove from the crucible.

Figure 3.12: Picture of an aluminium oxide crucible with Ba3MoO6 after (a) the first cycle and (b) the
second cycle in the oven

After this cycle, the regular Rietveld refinement was still not possible, too many unidentified phases
were still present. When the XRD pattern of this sample was compared to the sample pattern from
the first method, it showed that they were identical (figure 3.13). This is interesting considering that
both methods used different sets of reagents. It is likely that Ba3MoO6 was formed with equal success
by both reaction pathways, but that it decomposed during the synthesis into the same set and ratio
of compounds, resulting in identical XRD patterns. Le Bail refinements showed the same results as
for the first method, that the sample contained unknown amounts of Ba2MoO5 and BaMo3O10. The
refinement is shown in figure 3.14 below.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between the XRD patterns of both Ba3MoO6 synthesis methods. The first
method in blue and the second method in red. Intensity [counts] on the y-axis and 2Theta[°] on the
x-axis.

Figure 3.14: Le Bail refinement of Ba3MoO6 after two cycles with Ba3MoO6, Ba2MoO5 and BaMo3O10 (χ2 =
3.61). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns.
Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection
angular positions are marked in green for each phase.
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In order to synthesise a pure Ba3MoO6 sample, a method needs to be found to prevent its (probable)
decomposition during the synthesis. It appears to be a similar problem to the first Ba2MoO5 syn-
thesis method, where the Rietveld refinements showed the compound to decompose, giving a lower
percentage of Ba2MoO5 after the second cycle than the first. When the synthesis temperature was
decreased by 200 degrees, the decomposition stopped, resulting in a pure product.

The same approach is recommended for the synthesis of Ba3MoO6, despite the BaO – MoO3 phase
diagram indicating that Ba3MoO6 is stable at the current synthesis temperature (1273K). The synthesis
temperature should be reduced to 1173 or 1073K with an XRD and Rietveld refinement after each
cycle. Since the formation of Ba3MoO6 may take longer at a lower temperature, a third cycle might be
necessary.

3.1.2 Thermodynamic property measurements on Ba-Mo-O compounds

3.1.2.1 Solution calorimetry measurements with Ba2MoO5

Now that Ba2MoO5 had been synthesised successfully, its thermodynamic properties could be inves-
tigated. There was only enough time to conduct a solution calorimetry experiment to determine its
standard enthalpy of formation. The theory behind solution calorimetry is explained in chapter 2.4.
All calorimetric data is reported in table 3.8. The following reaction scheme was followed (the con-
centration of HNO3 was 2M):

Ba2MoO5(s)+xHNO3 → (solution 1) (1)

BaMoO4(s)+xHNO3 → (solution 2) (2a)

BaO(s)+ (solution 2) → (solution 3) (2b)

Table 3.8: Calorimetric data for the dissolution of Ba2MoO5, BaMoO4 and BaO in 2 M HNO3 at 298.15K

No. Sample mass
Temperature

change

Energy equivalent

of the calorimeter

Temp. change associated

with the dissolution
Molar enthalpy of reaction

m [mg] ∆T [mk] Cp [J/K] Q [J] ∆rH°m (298.15 K) [kJ/mol]

Ba2MoO5

1 30.34 ± 0.08 150.745 ± 0.30 111.297 ± 0.22 -16.78 ± -0.05 -249.18 ± -1.0

2 30.12 ± 0.08 142.348 ± 0.28 113.171 ± 0.23 -16.11 ± -0.05 -240.29 ± -0.48

3 30.20 ± 0.08 140.333 ± 0.28 112.942 ± 0.23 -15.85 ± -0.05 -236.49 ± -0.47

4 30.30 ± 0.08 145.669 ± 0.29 113.199 ± 0.23 -16.49 ± -0.05 -245.22 ± -0.49

5 30.27 ± 0.08 148.608 ± 0.30 111.812 ± 0.22 -16.62 ± -0.05 -247.35 ± -0.49

BaMoO4

1 20.07 ± 0.40 14.528 ± 0.04 111.973 ± 0.34 -1.63 ± -0.01 -24.10 ± -0.10

BaO

1 10.32 ± 0.03 168.692 ± 0.30 111.407 ± 0.20 -18.79 ± -0.05 -279.22 ± -0.56

The weights of dissolved materials were selected so that solution 1 and solution 3 had the same final
concentration. The heat of formation of Ba2MoO5 was calculated using the thermodynamic cycle
shown in table 3.9, as well as the known standard enthalpy of formations ∆fH°m(298.15K, BaMoO4) =
-(1546.1 ± 1.7) kJ/mol [120] and ∆fH°m(298.15K, BaO) = -(548.0 ± 2.0) kJ/mol [44].

The standard enthalpy of formation reaction (6) in table 3.9 was found by doing the calculation: (6) =
(2a) + (2b) + (3) + (4) – (1). Due to time constraints, the solution calorimetry experiments with BaMoO4
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(2a.1) and BaO (2b.1) could only be done once, hence giving a result that is not statistically significant.
It should be noted that a previously determined enthalpy of formation for BaMoO4 by Smith et al. [123]
and for BaO by Kauric et al. [65] both gave lower values of -(34.37 ± 0.34) kJ/mol (2a.2) and -(284.19
± 0.17) kJ/mol (2b.2). Both values were measured in 2M HNO3, just like the measurements from this
work. Since those experiments were done multiple times, they are more reliable than the result from
this thesis. These values and the enthalpy of formation that was calculated with them (6.2) are listed
in grey in table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Thermodynamic cycle used to determine the standard heat of formation of Ba2MoO5

Nr. Reaction ∆rH°m(298.15K) [kJ/mol] Reference

(1) Ba2MoO5(cr) + (sln) → Ba2MoO5(sln) -(243.71 ± 10.46) This worka

(2a.1) -(24.10 ± 0.10) This worka

(2a.2)
BaMoO4(cr) + (sln) → BaMoO4(sln)

-(34.37 ± 0.34) [123]

(2b.1) -(279.22 ± 0.56) This worka

(2b.2)
BaO(cr) + BaMoO4(sln) → BaO(sln) + BaMoO4(sln)

-(284.19 ± 0.17) [65]

(3) Ba(cr) + Mo(cr) +2O2(g) → BaMoO4(cr) -(1546.1 ± 1.7) [120]

(4) Ba(cr) + ½O2(g) → BaO(cr) -(548.0 ± 2.0)b [44]

(6.1) -(2153.71 ± 14.82) This workc

(6.2)
2Ba(cr) + Mo(cr) + 2½O2(g) → Ba2MoO5(cr)

-(2168.95 ± 14.67) This workd

aValue calculated using the ∆rH°m data in table 3.8
bmeasured with 1M HCl instead of 2M HNO3
cCalculated with (2a.1) and (2b.1)
dCalculated with (2a.2) and (2b.2)

Calculations give two results for the standard enthalpy of formation of Ba2MoO5. Using (2a.1) and
(2b.1):

∆fH°m(298.15K,Ba2MoO5) =−(2153.7±14.8)kJ/mol (6.1)

and using (2a.2) and (2b.2):

∆fH°m(298.15K,Ba2MoO5) =−(2169.0±14.7)kJ/mol (6.2)

Considering that the previously calculated ∆rH°m for BaMoO4 and BaO are more reliable, (6.2) =
∆fH°m(298.15K, Ba2MoO5) = -(2169.0 ± 14.7) kJ/mol probably comes closest to the correct value. The
solution calorimetry experiments with BaMoO4 (2a) and BaO (2b) should be repeated in the future to
obtain statistically relevant values. This will allow for the calculation of a reliable standard enthalpy
of formation of Ba2MoO5.

3.1.3 Phase diagram investigations by DSC

The current BaO - MoO3 phase diagram (as introduced in chapter 1.2) is shown in figure 3.15 below.
The area of focus for this thesis is the region between (0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1), in an effort to confirm the posi-
tion of the eutectic equilibrium (where BaMo3O10 + MoO3 = liq.). Knowing the position of the eutectic
equilibrium is very useful during modelling, because it provides guidance for the shape and position
of the liquidus lines. Data points were obtained with TGDSC measurements of the relevant composi-
tions. The methodology behind this measurement technique was explained in chapter 2.3.
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Figure 3.15: Current BaO - MoO3 phase diagram. Data points by Yankuskevich et al. [130], Perry [98],
Dash et al. [96], Zhukovskii et al. [137], Ustinov et al. [89], Cordfunke and Konings [38] and Smith et
al. [120]

3.1.3.1 TGDSC Method

Synthesised compounds BaMoO4 and BaMo3O10 as well as MoO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) were mixed in
different ratios to obtain a good range of compositions (BaMoO4 : BaMo3O10 mixtures for 0.50 ≤ x ≤
0.75 and BaMo3O10 : MoO3 mixtures for 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) (table 3.10). BaMo2O7 was not used, because it
has not yet been successfully synthesised. It is disputed whether this compound even exists in a stable
form, since it could not be identified by XRD analysis during previous BaO - MoO3 DSC measurements
by Maikel Rutten [111]. BN powder was used for these measurements, because it was found that Al2O3
reacted with MoO3 and resulted in the formation of Al2(MoO4)3 upon melting.

Table 3.10: Molar ratios of the compounds used to mix the compositions that were measured

x(MoO3)
Molar ratio

BaMoO4 BaMo3O10 MoO3
0.50 1
0.545 0.9 0.1
0.60 0.75 0.25
0.625 0.333 0.667
0.667 0.5 0.5
0.75 1
0.772 0.72 0.28
0.792 0.55 0.45
0.80 0.5 0.5
0.82 0.39 0.61
0.832 0.34 0.66
0.845 0.29 0.71
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When the set temperature exceeded 1008K during TGDSC measurements, green crystallised powder
was found on the outside of the crucible. This powder was most likely MoO3 (which has the same
shade of green), that evaporated and re-crystallised on the outside of the crucible. MoO3 is quite
volatile with a low melting point of 1068K, which probably caused a small amount of MoO3 to evap-
orate. Because of this temperature limitation, it was impossible to detect the liquidus line outside of
approximately 0.78 ≤ x ≤ 0.85 during these measurements.

3.1.3.2 Results and outlying data point discussion
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Figure 3.16: BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram with all TGDSC results collected in this work (pink sym-
bols), showing two sets of outlying peaks at ±575K (in green) and ±780K (in orange)

Figure 3.16 shows the BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram with the collected TGDSC results. It is clear that
not all data points follow the lines of the phase diagram model. These outlying peaks are discussed
in the Appendix (C.1). In summary, it seems likely that the ± 575K and ± 780K data points are due to
a contamination in BN and MoO3 respectively. It is unclear why the ± 780K events were not detected
during all BaMo3O10 : MoO3 TGDSC measurements, or why drying the BN powder made its outly-
ing peaks more noticeable. It is recommended to buy new MoO3 and BN and to test it with a DSC
measurement. Because the current MoO3 and BN powders have probably been used for some time,
contamination from a dirty spatula or crucible is not inconceivable.

3.1.3.3 Measurement of the eutectic equilibrium in the region 0.5 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 1.0

Since probable causes for both outlying sets of data points have been determined, they can be re-
moved from the final phase diagram. The result is shown in figure 3.17. Most results are in line with
the model, especially the compositions including BaMoO4. However, some results within the area
surrounding the eutectic equilibrium are not. Figure 3.18 shows a clearer picture.
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Figure 3.17: (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)MoO3 phase diagram with final DSC results
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Figure 3.18: Zoomed section in the BaMoO4−MoO3 phase diagram with obtained TGDSC results
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The blue data points by Smith et al. [123] indicate that the eutectic equilibrium is located between
0.80 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.85. According to the data from this thesis, the eutectic point appears to be between
x(MoO3) = 0.792 and 0.80, because both measurements only showed one thermal event. To see if this
is the case, the TGDSC heating cycles of the x(MoO3) = 0.772, 0.792, 0.80, 0.82 and 0.845 measurements
will be analysed below.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: TGDSC heating cycle of (a) x(MoO3) = 0.772 and 0.792 and (b) x(MoO3) = 0.80, 0.82, 0.832
and 0.845 vs. the sample temperature [K]

Figure 3.19a depicts one heating cycle of the x(MoO3) = 0.772 and 0.792 TGDSC measurements. The
0.772 measurement clearly shows two events that have slightly overlapping peaks. The first peak’s
onset temperature was used as the eutectic line data point, while the second peak’s peak-max. tem-
perature was taken as the liquidus line data point (the reason for this is explained in chapter 2.3).
These peaks are perfectly in line with the current phase diagram model. The tip of the 0.792 peak
clearly shows that two peaks that have overlapped. This indicates that the eutectic and liquidus lines
are close together, implying that the eutectic equilibrium is close to this composition (because that
would only show one solid peak). This would mean a divergence from the original eutectic equilib-
rium position at approximately x(MoO3) = 0.82 according to the existing model.

Figure 3.19b shows one heating cycle of the x(MoO3) = 0.80, 0.82, 0.832 and 0.845 TGSC measure-
ments. The 0.80 measurement shows one solid peak. This could mean the discovery of the eutectic
equilibrium, were it not for the 0.82, 0.832 and 0.845 measurements, which demonstrate that these
compositions also have only one peak in their heating cycle.

The x(MoO3) = 0.82 cycle shows a small shoulder on the left side of the peak (it is difficult to see in the
figure, but it is apparent during analysis). A shoulder represents a second overlapping peak, depict-
ing two events that occur at very similar temperatures. The onset temperature of the shoulder was
considered the eutectic event, whereas the peak max. of the large peak was considered the liquidus
event. The x(MoO3) = 0.832 measurement only showed one event, no shoulder could be detected.
The peak max. temperature of the single heating event was taken to be the liquidus data point. The
x(MoO3) = 0.845 event is broader than the other events in figure 3.19b, especially on the right side.
Technically this right shoulder would constitute the liquidus event and should be recorded with the
peak max. temperature, however this temperature is impossible to detect because the shape of that
peak is obscured. Therefore it was left out of the analysis. The onset temperature of the left shoulder
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was considered the eutectic and the peak max. temperature was considered the liquidus event. When
comparing the last three measurements in this figure, it seems that the presumed liquidus events of
x(MoO3) = 0.82, 0.832 and 0.845 all occur at approximately the same temperature (figure 3.20). This is
unexpected and no satisfying explanation has been found as of yet.

Figure 3.20: Comparing the temperature of the x(MoO3) = 0.82, 0.832, 0.845 and 0.87 last events

Concluding from this analysis, the eutectic equilibrium in the BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram is most
likely in the range between x(MoO3) = 0.792 and 0.80. More measurements at higher values of x(MoO3)
and at a higher temperature are needed to corroborate the position of the liquidus line in this area.
More measurements also need to be done around 0.82 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.845 to determine how many
events occur there and what they represent, preferably at a higher temperature than 1008K to ensure
that the liquidus events are recorded. Measurements at a higher temperature could be done using
an encased DSC crucible to prevent volatile MoO3 from escaping. The collected TGDSC data is sum-
marised in table 3.11 below.

Table 3.11: Equilibrium data collected by TGDSC of compositions x(MoO3) in the BaMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo-
binary phase diagram. Outlying peaks shown in figure 3.16 are excluded. Post-XRD observed phases are in order
of significance. (U.I. = unidentified impurities that could not be matched to the phases described below.)

x(MoO3) Teq [K] Equilibrium Equilibrium reaction Post-XRD

896.76 ± 10 Peritectoid BaMoO4 + BaMo2O7 → BaMo3O10 + BaMoO40.545
907.9 ± 10 Peritectic BaMoO4 + BaMo3O10 → BaMoO4 + liq.1

BaMoO4, BaMo3O10

885.97 ± 10 Peritectoid BaMoO4 + BaMo2O7 → BaMo3O10 + BaMoO40.60
912.92 ± 10 Peritectic BaMoO4 + BaMo3O10 → BaMoO4 + liq.1

BaMoO4, BaMo3O10

894.49 ± 10 Peritectoid BaMoO4 + BaMo2O7 → BaMo3O10 + BaMoO40.625
906.91 ± 10 Peritectic BaMoO4 + BaMo3O10 → BaMoO4 + liq.1

BaMoO4, BaMo3O10

890.86 ± 10 Peritectoid BaMo2O7 → BaMo3O10 + BaMoO40.667
917.62 ± 10 Peritectic BaMoO4 + BaMo3O10 → BaMoO4 + liq.1

BaMoO4, BaMo3O10

886.72 ± 5 Peritectoid Unknown
0.75

906.63 ± 5 Peritectic BaMo3O10 → BaMoO4+ liq.1
BaMo3O10, BaMoO4, MoO2

890.58 ± 10 Peritectoid BaMo3O10 + MoO3 → BaMo3O10 + liq.2
0.772

914.52 ± 10 Peritectic BaMo3O10 + liq. → BaMoO4 + liq.1
BaMo3O10, MoO3

0.792 899.49 ± 10 Eutectic BaMo3O10 + MoO3 → liq.4 BaMo3O10, MoO3, U.I.a

0.80 894.65 ± 10 Eutectic BaMo3O10 + MoO3 → liq.4 U.I.a , BaMoO4, BaMo3O10

892.72 ± 10 Eutectic BaMo3O10 + MoO3 → MoO3 + liq.3
0.82

928.15 ± 10 Liquidus MoO3 + liq.3 → liq.4
MoO3, BaMo3O10

0.832 926.92 ± 10 Liquidus MoO3 + liq.3 → liq.4 MoO3, BaMo3O10

891.8 ± 10 Eutectic BaMo3O10 + MoO3 → MoO3 + liq.3
0.845

928.32 ± 10 Liquidus MoO3 + liq.3 → liq.4
U.I.a, MoO3, BaMo3O10

aAll seem to contain the same phase. These do not fit: BaMoO4, BaMoO3, Al2(MoO4)3, Al2O3, Ba2MoO5, Ba3MoO6,
Ba3Mo10O28, BaCs2(MoO4)2, Cs2MoO4, BaMo4O10.2H2O, Ba, BaO, Mo, Mo4O11, Mo8O23, Mo9O26, Mo17O47 and MoO2.
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3.2 Ba-Cs-Mo-O system: investigation of the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 pseudo-
binary section

Since the successful synthesis of BaCs2(MoO4)2 by Nathan de Zoete [27], the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4
pseudo-binary section can be further explored and modelled using the CALPHAD method. The repli-
cation of the BaCs2(MoO4)2 synthesis will be discussed, as well as the TGDSC measurement and mod-
elling results of the (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)Cs2MoO4 phase diagram.

3.2.1 BaCs2(MoO4)2 synthesis and structural characterisation

BaMoO4+Cs2MoO4 → BaCs2(MoO4)2 (3.7)

BaCs2(MoO4)2 was successfully synthesised by means of the method described in table 3.1. It resulted
in a white powder with a slight yellow hue (figure 3.21) that is stable in an Ar atmosphere. XRD and
subsequent Rietveld analysis (figure 3.22) showed that the sample was pure. The refined lattice pa-
rameters and atomic positions are shown in table 3.12 and 3.13.

Figure 3.21: Picture of an aluminum oxide crucible with BaCs2(MoO4)2 after the last cycle in the oven

Figure 3.22: Rietveld refinement of BaCs2(MoO4)2 (χ2 = 4.77). Comparison between the observed
(Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the dif-
ference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions
are marked in green. The BaCs2(MoO4)2 unit cell sketch shows oxygen atoms in red, molybdenum
polyhedra in purple, barium polyhedra in green and caesium polyhedra in turquoise.
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Table 3.12: Refined lattice parameters of BaCs2(MoO4)2

Space group R3̄m (166), α = β = 90°, γ = 120°
Lattice parameter Refined value [Å]
a 6.1842(2)
b 6.1842(2)
c 23.074(1)

Table 3.13: Refined atomic positions of BaCs2(MoO4)2

Label Element Wyck. x y z
O1 O 18h 0.498(8) 0.502(8) 0.250(4)
Cs Cs 6c 0 0 0.2006(0)
O2 O 6c 0 0 0.317(7)
Mo Mo 6c 0 0 0.3979(0)
Ba Ba 3a 0 0 0

3.2.2 Phase diagram investigations by DSC

The current BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 phase diagram (as introduced in chapter 1.3) is shown in figure 3.23
below. To create a CALPHAD model of this sketch, experiments are needed with a wider range of com-
positions, specifically to confirm the position of the eutectic equilibrium. Knowing the position of the
eutectic equilibrium is very useful during modelling, because it provides guidance for the shape and
position of the liquidus lines. Measurements were done with by means of TGDSC. The methodology
behind this measurement technique was explained in chapter 2.3.
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Figure 3.23: Original sketch of the (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)Cs2MoO4 phase diagram [111]. These experiments
were only done with BaMoO4 and Cs2MoO4 compositions, BaCs2(MoO4)2 was not used.
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Synthesised compounds BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4 and BaCs2(MoO4)2 were mixed in different ratios to ob-
tain a good range of compositions (BaMoO4 : BaCs2(MoO4)2 mixtures for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.50 and BaCs2(MoO4)2
: Cs2MoO4 mixtures for 0.50 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) (table 3.14). Al2O3 powder was used to avoid a reaction between
the sample and the crucible upon melting. All of the collected data can be found in table 3.15.

Table 3.14: Molar ratios of the compounds used to mix the compositions that were measured

x(Cs2MoO4)
Molar ratio

BaMoO4 BaCs2(MoO4)2 Cs2MoO4
0.333 0.5 0.5
0.50 1
0.562 0.78 0.22
0.623 0.605 0.395
0.699 0.43 0.57
0.752 0.33 0.67
0.80 0.25 0.75
0.851 0.175 0.825
0.889 0.125 0.875
0.909 0.1 0.9
0.930 0.075 0.925
0.952 0.05 0.95
0.976 0.025 0.975
1.0 1

3.2.2.1 Decomposition of BaCs2(MoO4)2 during TGDSC measurements

The first two measurements with x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.333 and 0.50 compositions were done for 4 cycles at
a heating rate of 10K/min and cooling rates of 20, 10, 8 and 5K/min. The results are shown in figure
3.24 below.
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Figure 3.24: First two TGDSC measurements (orange) at x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.333 and 0.50
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Both second events occur at approximately the expected temperature, but the first events are unex-
pected and perfectly coincide with the polymorphic transition temperature ofαCs2MoO4 →βCs2MoO4
in 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1. Considering that these first events only occur after the first TGDSC cycle, it is likely that
BaCs2(MoO4)2 dissociates during the heating cycle and does not have enough time to fully combine
during the cooling cycle that follows. This is unsurprising considering the lengthy reaction time of
the BaCs2(MoO4)2 synthesis (62h). The first event during the 2nd, 3rd and 4th heating cycles is then
created by the crystal phase transition of the Cs2MoO4 that is present in the sample due to the dis-
sociation of BaCs2(MoO4)2. This hypothesis was confirmed by analysis of the XRD patterns of these
samples, showing BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4 and only a small amount of BaCs2(MoO4)2 (table 3.15).

Since only the first cycle gives reliable results, it was decided to perform only 1 cycle measurements
for the compositions in this phase diagram. Although the results would not be statistically significant,
they would provide a preliminary outline of the (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)Cs2MoO4 phase diagram that could
be modelled in ThermoCalc using the CALPHAD method. In the future, complementary experiments
are needed to elaborate on these preliminary results, either by performing 4 cycle measurements with
very slow cooling rates or with four 1 cycle measurements to provide statistically significant data.

3.2.2.2 Outlying data point discussion

After the first half of the measurements were completed, a CALPHAD model was made based on the
results. In contrast to Maikel Rutten [111], who assumed a eutectic point at x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.6, this
model placed the eutectic point in the area 0.85 ≤ x(Cs2MoO4) ≤ 0.95. Based on this new information,
the second half of the measurements were done in that area to determine the location of the eutectic
equilibrium. Results of both the first and second sets of measurements can be seen in figure 3.25. The
optimisation of this model will be addressed later. The green symbols show outlying data points that
are discussed in the Appendix (C.2).
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Figure 3.25: Initial CALPHAD model with all TGDSC results and outlying data points in green. Data
points by Perry [98], Dash et al. [26], Konings and Cordfunke [38] and Smith and Kauric [118], Smith
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The conclusion of this discussion is that the ±455K peaks are quite clearly caused by water contained
in the Al2O3 powder, since they disappear after the powder was dried. The remaining outlying peaks
might have occurred due to a combination of some of the observations listed in the Appendix, namely
that first cycle measurements are often unusual and are normally not included in the final data anal-
ysis, that there are inconsistent TGDSC patterns for repeated measurements with the same composi-
tion and that weight loss was detected for some compositions with a higher amount of Cs2MoO4 (pos-
sibly due to the melting of Cs2MoO4). Traces of Cs2O were found in the samples after XRD analysis,
but this amount was considered too small to have an impact on the TGDSC measurements. Multi-
ple 1-cycle measurements of the same compositions could provide clarity and statistically significant
data, possibly with a capped DSC crucible to prevent some of the weight loss at higher x(Cs2MoO4)
values. It is strongly recommended to find a method to achieve a 4 cycle measurement, because this
would eliminate first cycle noise and would give statistically significant results.

3.2.2.3 Measurement of the eutectic equilibrium

The discussion on weight loss due to the melting of Cs2MoO4 is also relevant for the determination
of the eutectic equilibrium. As was said above, the initial model of the BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4 phase
diagram in figure 3.25 considers the eutectic equilibrium to be in the area 0.85 ≤ x ≤ 0.95. This area
is quite complex to investigate since the eutectic and liquidus lines are very close to each other and
close to the melting temperature of Cs2MoO4. The thermal events of a TGDSC measurement in this
area will most likely overlap, making it extremely challenging to determine the temperature at which
individual events occur.

Figure 3.26: Enlarged section of the phase di-
agram in the 0.851 ≤ x(Cs2MoO4) ≤ 1.0 region

Evaluating the data points in this area does not re-
veal a clear eutectic equilibrium. From x = 0.852 on-
ward, all last events occur at approximately the same
temperature, creating a straight line where a liquidus
line would be expected (figure 3.26). Analysis of these
TGDSC measurements shows that their last events
overlap with the melting peak of pure Cs2MoO4 (fig-
ure 3.27 shows an example with x(MoO3 = 0.976). In
that case, the last events of x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.909, 0.952
and 0.976 could be disregarded, meaning that these
measurements are only left with one event, which
could technically represent the eutectic equilibirum.
Because of the expected overlapping liquidus, eutectic and Cs2MoO4 melting peaks in this area, it is
impossible to tell which of these three compositions comes closest to the eutectic point position. It
can probably be concluded however, that it is located somewhere in the area 0.909 ≤ x ≤ 0.976.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison between the collected TGDSC data for pure Cs2MoO4 (in purple) and the
x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.976 composition (in blue). Change in sample weight in green and the sample temper-
ature in red.
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Table 3.15: Equilibrium data collected by TGDSC of compositions x(Cs2MoO4) in the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4
pseudo-binary phase diagram. The ± 455K outlying peaks shown in figure 3.25 are excluded. Post-XRD observed
phases are in order of significance.

x(Cs2MoO4) Teq [K] Equilibrium Equilibrium reaction Post-XRD

1143.11 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → βCs2MoO4 + BaMoO40.333
1156.95 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4

1148.73 ± 5 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO40.50
1157.79 ± 5 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

BaCs2(MoO4)2,

BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4

833.63 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
889.42 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

1155.35 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4
0.562

1158.97 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4,

BaCs2(MoO4)2

833.13 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1158.16 ± 10 Peritectoid β Cs2MoO4 + BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO40.623

1164.57 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → BaMoO4 + liq.1

BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4,

BaCs2(MoO4)2

832.72 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1157.03 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO40.699

1160.72 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4,

Cs2O

833.97 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1116.17 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

1156.66 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4
0.752

1162.06 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

Cs2MoO4,

BaCs2(MoO4)2,

BaMoO4

835.16 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1119.22 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO40.80

1162.24 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

Cs2MoO4, BaMoO4,

Cs2O

833.16 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1160.11 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4
1163.41 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

0.851

1233.01 ± 10 Liquidusb BaMoO4 + liq → liq.liq.3

Cs2MoO4, BaMoO4,

Cs2O, BaCs2(MoO4)2

833.99 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1087.16 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

1142.19 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4
1145.49 ± 10 Eutectic β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.1

0.889

1232.38 ± 10 Liquidusb BaMoO4 + liq → liq.3

BaMoO4,

BaCs2(MoO4)2,

Cs2O, Cs2MoO4

832.76 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1144.76 ± 10 Eutectic βCs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.30.909

1234.77 ± 10 Liquidusb β Cs2MoO4 + liq → liq.3

Cs2MoO4,

BaCs2(MoO4)2, Cs2O

834.89 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1086.96 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

1136.73 ± 10 Peritectoid BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4
1217.95 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

0.930

1234.79 ± 10 Liquidusb β Cs2MoO4 + liq → liq.3

Bad XRDa

835.06 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1218.35 ± 10 Unknown Unknown0.952

1235.14 ± 10 Liquidusb β Cs2MoO4 + liq → liq.3
Cs2MoO4, Cs2O

835.69 ± 10 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4
1222.00 ± 10 Unknown Unknown0.976

1235.73 ± 10 Liquidusb β Cs2MoO4 + liq → liq.3
Bad XRDa

836.01 ± 5 Polymorphism α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO41.0
1233.46 ± 5 Liquidus β Cs2MoO4 + liq → liq.3

Cs2MoO4

aThe XRD patterns of compositions x(MoO3) = 0.930 and 0.976 showed very little definition, making it impossible to match
individual peaks to compound XRD patterns in PowderCell. Unfortunately there was no time to redo the XRD measurements,
but the DSC samples have been stored under Ar atmosphere if this information is required for future study.

bUnclear, could also be congruent melting of β Cs2MoO4
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3.2.3 BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 CALPHAD Model

With the new TGDSC measurements on the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 system, a thermodynamic model of
the pseudo-binary phase diagram was made and optimised using the CALPHAD method. The theory
behind this method is explained in section 2.6.

3.2.3.1 CALPHAD model

Thermodynamic functions

For the solid phase, Gibbs energy functions of BaMoO4, Cs2MoO4 and BaCs2(MoO4)2 at temperature
T and in their state ψ are written as follows:

Gψ(T )−∑
i

nψ

i °H SER
i (298.15K ) = a +bT + cT · lnT +∑

dnT n (3.8)

where n is an integer and i is a pure element. The ’a’, ’b’ and ’c’ terms represent the enthalpy, en-
tropy and heat capacity functions, respectively. The first two are optimised during modelling. The
functions for BaMoO4 and Cs2MoO4 were taken from two papers by Smith et al., [120] and [121], re-
spectively, and are reported in table 3.18. The Gibbs energy function of BaCs2(MoO4)2 (also in table
3.18) was based on the standard enthalpy of formation (∆fH°m (BaCs2(MoO4)2, cr, 298.15K) = - (3066.6
± 3.1) kJ/mol) and standard entropy (S°m (Cs2Ba(MoO4)2, cr, 298.15K) = 381.2 ± 11.8 J/(K mol)) deter-
mined by Smith et al. [123] as well as the heat capacity functions of BaMoO4 and Cs2MoO4. These heat
capacity functions were combined using the Neumann-Kopp approximation (Appendix D), since no
experimental data is available. This gives the calculated Gibbs energy function for BaCs2(MoO4)2:

GBaCs2(MoO4)2[J/mol] = 298.15−3143399.04432646+1145.36339T −217.6657 ·T lnT

−0.1137012T 2 +1.1719 ·10−5T 3 +360152.95T −1
(3.9)

The liquid was described with the ionic two-sublattice model, with Ba2+, Cs+ and Mo+4 cations on
the first sublattice and MoO 2–

4 , O2– anions, charged vacancies (VaQ–) and CsO2, MoO3 and O neutral
species on the second sublattice:

(Ba2+,Cs+,Mo4+)P(MoO 2–
4 ,O2–,VaQ–,CsO2,MoO3,O)Q. (3.10)

where, P and Q are equal to the average charge of the opposite sublattice in accordance with the
previously described equations 2.49 and 2.50 in section 2.6:

Q = 2yB a2+ + yC s+ +4yMo4+ (3.11)

P = 2yMoO4
2− +2yO2− +Q yV aQ− (3.12)

Filling in equation 2.51 from section 2.6 then gives the Gibbs energy of the liquid phase as follows:

G liquid = yBa2+ yMoO 2–
4

°G(Ba2+)2(MoO 2–
4 )2

+ yBa2+ yO2–°G(Ba2+)2(O2–)2
+Q yBa2+ yVaQ–°G(Ba2+)2(Va2–)2

+ yCs+ yMoO 2–
4

°G(Cs+)2(MoO 2–
4 )1

+ yCs+ yO2–°G(Cs+)2(O2–)1
+Q yCs+ yVaQ–°G(Cs+)1(Va1–)1

+ yMo4+ yMoO 2–
4

°G(Mo4+)2(MoO 2–
4 )4

+ yMo4+ yO2–°G(Mo4+)2(O2–)4
+Q yMo4+ yVaQ–°G(Mo4+)4(Va4–)4

+Q yCsO2
°GCsO2

+Q yMoO3
°GMoO3

+Q yO°GO

+RT
[

P
(

yBa2+lnyBa2+ + yCs+lnyCs+ + yMo4+lnyMo4+

)
+Q

(
yMoO 2–

4
lnyMoO 2–

4
+ yO2–lnyO2–

+ yVaQ–lnyVaQ– + yCsO2
lnyCs2O + yMoO3

lnyMoO3
+ yOlnyO

)]
+Gexcess

tern +Gexcess
quat

(3.13)
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where the Gibbs reference terms (°G) correspond to BaMoO4(l) (times two), BaO(l) (times two), bar-
ium metal, Cs2MoO4, Cs2O(l), caesium metal, Mo6O16, MoO2 (times two), molybdenum metal, CsO2(l),
MoO3(l) and pure oxygen, respectively. Gexcess

tern represents the interaction term of the ternary sub-
systems Ba-Mo-O and Cs-Mo-O and Gexcess

quat represents the interaction term of the quaternary sys-
tem Ba-Cs-Mo-O. For the sake of clarity, the large amount of optimised interaction parameters within
Gexcess

tern are not reported. They can be found in two papers published by Smith et al. (Ba-Mo-O [120]
and Cs-Mo-O [121]). Gexcess

quat is given by filling in equation 2.52 in section 2.6:

Gexcess
quat = yBa2+ yCs+ yMoO 2–

4
L0

(Ba2+,Cs+)P (MoO 2–
4 )Q

(3.14)

To model the quaternary liquid phase, the interaction parameter (L0) is optimised. It can be found in
table 3.18.

Two CALPHAD models

The model shown in figure 3.29 depicts the phase diagram with the best fit to the experimental data
points. The polymorphic transition of αCs2MoO4 to βCs2MoO4 at 839.4K is within the uncertainty
margin of the value determined by Smith et al.: 839 ± 5K [121] and the eutectic line at 1184K seems
to fit the experimental data well (table 3.17). Shifting the position of the peritectic BaCs2(MoO4)2 de-
composition line is done by optimising the solid Gibbs energy function of the quaternary compound
(table 3.18), which changes its standard enthalpy of formation (∆fH°m) and standard entropy (S°m) in
the model. These optimised values have to stay within the uncertainty margins of the experimentally
determined values by Smith et al. [123] in table 3.16.

Unfortunately, when the original∆fH°m value was used, it was too high for the model to find BaCs2(Mo-
O4)2 stable enough to appear in the phase diagram. BaCs2(MoO4)2 only became stable after the
∆fH°m value was decreased by approximately 8 kJ/mol outside of the uncertainty margins set by
Smith et al. [123], even whilst simultaneously increasing S°m to the highest possible value to stabilise
BaCs2(MoO4)2. These values resulted in a model that has a bad fit to the experimental phase diagram
data, but with ∆fH°m and S°m as close as possible to the uncertainty margin (figure 3.28). Further
decreasing ∆fH°m resulted in a model with a good fit to the experimental phase diagram data points
(figure 3.29), but with both the standard enthalpy of formation and standard entropy values outside
the uncertainty margin in table 3.16. Equilibrium temperatures calculated from this model are re-
ported in table 3.17.

Table 3.16: Standard enthalpy of formation and standard entropy for the two CALPHAD models as
well as the experimental values determined by Smith et al. [123]

Figure 3.29 Figure 3.28 Literature [123]
∆fH°m [kJ/mol] -3082.3 -3077.6 -(3066.6 ± 3.1)a

S°m [J/(K mol)] 393.2 393.2 381.2 ± 11.8

aThis value and its uncertainty were calculated based on the standard enthalpy of formation of Cs2MoO4 [-(1514.25 ± 0.72)
kJ/mol, [10, 38, 56, 119, 123]. It was later found that this uncertainty is underestimated and that the ∆fH°m uncertainty is prob-
ably more in the range of ± 5-6 kJ/mol.
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Figure 3.28: New (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)Cs2MoO4 CALPHAD model with a bad fit but with ∆fH°m and S°m

values closest to the uncertainty margin. Data points by Perry [98], Dash et al. [26], Konings and
Cordfunke [38] and Smith and Kauric [118], Smith et al. [121] and M. Rutten [111]
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Figure 3.29: New (1-x)BaMoO4 - (x)Cs2MoO4 CALPHAD model with a good fit. Data points by Perry
[98], Dash et al. [26], Konings and Cordfunke [38] and Smith and Kauric [118], Smith et al. [121] and
M. Rutten [111]
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Table 3.17: Key equilibria calculated from the best-fit CALPHAD model (figure 3.29) in the BaMoO4 –
Cs2MoO4 pseudo-binary section.

Invariant equilibrium Equilibrium type
CALPHAD method Exp. data

x(Cs2MoO4) T/K x(Cs2MoO4) T/K Ref.

BaCs2(MoO4)2 → β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 Peritectoid 0.5 1153 0.333 1148.73 ± 5a This work

α Cs2MoO4 → β Cs2MoO4 Polymorphism 0.623 841 1.0 839 ± 5a Smith et al. [134]

β Cs2MoO4 + BaMoO4 → liq.3 Eutecticb 0.909 1182 0.909 1144.76 ± 10a This work

β Cs2MoO4 → liq.3 Congruent melting 1.0 1223 1.0 1226 ± 5 Smith et al. [134]

aonly 1st cycle results, no statistical significance
bpossibly

Table 3.18: Summary of the thermodynamic data for compounds used during CALPHAD modelling
of the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 pseudo-binary section.

Phase Gibbs energy/ (J mol−1) Ref.

Liquid L0
(Ba2+,Cs+)P (MoO 2–

4 )Q
= - 5000 This work

Solid

(Figure 3.28) GBaCs2(MoO4)2
= CS2BAMO2O8# - 11000 – 12T This work

(Figure 3.29) GBaCs2(MoO4)2
= CS2BAMO2O8# - 15700 – 12T This work

Functions
GBaCs2(MoO4)2

= -3143399.04432646 + 1145.36339T - 217.6657T·ln(T)

- 0.1137012T 2 + 1.1719·105T 3 + 360152.95T−1
[123]

GBaMoO4
= -1586142.5 + 670.3498T - 121.7475T·ln(T)

- 0.01959T 2 + 312416.95T−1
[120]

GCs2MoO4
= -1554486.3 + 448.47296T - 95.9182T·ln(T)

- 0.0941112T 2 + 1.1719E-05T 3 + 47736T−1
[121]

3.3 Sr-Mo-O system: investigation of the SrMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo-
binary section

Data on the SrMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo binary section has been published by Zhukovski et al. [130], the
Perry handbook [98] and Cordfunke and Konings [38]. This chapter will elaborate on previously un-
published work that has been done by the RPNM research group at the TU Delft. The compounds that
were used for these measurements were bought, therefore no synthesis methods will be discussed.

3.3.1 Phase diagram investigations by DSC

The current SrO - MoO3 phase diagram (as introduced in chapter 1.4) is shown in figure 3.30 below.
The main objective for this phase diagram was to confirm the position of the eutectic equilibrium in
the area 0.75 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.85. Measurements were done with a TGDSC and the methodology behind
this measurement technique was explained in chapter 2.3. SrMoO4 (Alfa Aesar, 99%) and MoO3 (Alfa
Aesar, 99.99%) were mixed in different ratios to obtain four different compositions in the eutectic
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equilibrium area at x(MoO3) = 0.769, 0.781, 0.806 and 0.820 (table 3.19). BN powder was used for
these measurements.
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Figure 3.30: Current SrO - MoO3 phase diagram. Data points by by Zhukovski et al. [130], the Perry
handbook [98], Cordfunke and Konings [38] and unpublished data by the RPNM research group.

Table 3.19: Molar ratios of the compounds used to mix the compositions that were measured

x(MoO3)
Molar ratio

SrMoO4 MoO3

0.50 1

0.769 0.30 0.70

0.781 0.28 0.72

0.806 0.24 0.76

0.820 0.22 0.78

1.0 1

This set of experiments had the same limitation as the BaO - MoO3 measurements, where MoO3 was
found to evaporate above 1008K. Unfortunately, this temperature limitation would make it impossible
to see the liquidus line for some of the measurements, but the expectation was that the liquidus would
still be visible around the eutectic equilibrium and that its position could therefore be determined.
The results are shown below in figure 3.31. It only shows the SrMoO4 – MoO3 area, between 0.50 ≤
x(MoO3) ≤ 1.0, of the phase diagram to display the individual data points more clearly.
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Figure 3.31: SrMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram with TGDSC measurement results

3.3.1.1 Outlying data point discussion

It is clear that not all data points follow the lines of the phase diagram model. These outlying points
are discussed in the Appendix (C.3). In summation, the ± 790K events were likely caused by a con-
tamination in SrMoO4 and/ or MoO3. The cause of the outlying points at ± 850K remains unclear. It is
recommended to repeat the measurements with newly bought MoO3, SrMoO4 and BN to see whether
the outlying peaks occur again.

3.3.1.2 Measurement of the eutectic equilibrium in the region 0.5 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 1.0
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Figure 3.32: Zoomed section in the SrO - MoO3 phase diagram with TGDSC results obtained in this
work
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Figure 3.32 gives the final result for the SrO - MoO3 phase diagram. The ± 790K outlying data points
were removed from the model, because a likely cause for them was determined. Since no explanation
has been found for the remaining outlying events, they were not removed. To determine the position
of the eutectic equilibrium, one heating cycle of each measurement was compared in figure 3.33.

Figure 3.33: TGDSC heating cycles of x(MoO3) = 0.769 (cyan), 0.781 (pink), 0.806 (blue) and 0.82 (or-
ange) as well as the sample temperature [K] (black) vs. time [s]

The heating cycle of x(MoO3) = 0.769 shows a slight shoulder on the left side of the peak (difficult to
see in the figure, but apparent during analysis). According to the model, the liquidus line is predicted
to be positioned approximately 110K higher than the eutectic line at this composition, so it is unclear
which event the shoulder represents. The XRD pattern of this TGDSC measurement did not show any
contaminations (see table 3.20).

The shoulder is still visible at x(MoO3) = 0.781. The liquidus and eutectic lines at this composition are
approximately 80K apart in the model. Even if it is taken into consideration that this liquidus line is
modelled on a limited amount of experimental data points (which could lead to some uncertainty), it
seems unlikely that the 4K difference between the shoulder and the main heating peak could repre-
sent the eutectic and liquidus events at this composition. The expected temperature of the liquidus
event at 1017K is also too high to be recorded within the temperature limitation of 1008K. Therefore,
the liquidus line in the model would have to change significantly if the event was actually recorded
during this measurement.

No shoulder was detected in the x(MoO3) = 0.806 peak. The slight bump around 870K in the heating
cycle represents the ± 855K outlying peak that was discussed during the previous segment. It is clearly
very small compared to the main peak. This composition is situated at the predicted eutectic position
by the model in figure 3.32. The x(MoO3) = 0.82 measurement also shows no shoulder. The liquidus
event at this composition is expected to occur at approximately 963K, which may or may not be visible
within the temperature limitation of 1008K.

It is possible that no shoulders are visible for both compositions, because the eutectic equilibrium is
positioned at x(MoO3) = 0.806 and the liquidus event at x(MoO3) = 0.82 is not visible. For now, it is
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concluded that the eutectic equilibrium is positioned between 0.806 and 0.82, with the recommen-
dation to do measurements at a higher temperature (maybe with an encased DSC crucible to prevent
the evaporation of MoO3) to get a better idea of the position of the liquidus line (most importantly in
the area 0.720 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.806). These measurements should be done with newly bought MoO3,
SrMoO4 and BN to exclude any interference with possible contaminants in those powders.

Table 3.20: Equilibrium data collected by TGDSC of compositions x(MoO3) in the SrMoO4 - MoO3
pseudo-binary phase diagram. Only the peaks shown in figure 3.32 are included. Post-XRD observed
phases are in order of significance.

x(MoO3) Teq Equilibrium Equilibrium reaction Post-XRD

0.50 799.37 ± 5 Unknown Unknown SrMoO4

0.769

856.52 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

MoO3, SrMoO4942.82 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

946.55 ± 10 Eutectic SrMoO4 + MoO3 → SrMoO4 + liq.1

0.781 940.08 ± 10 Eutectic SrMoO4 + MoO3 → SrMoO4 + liq.1 MoO3, SrMoO4

0.806 943.96 ± 10 Eutectic SrMoO4 + MoO3 → liq.3 MoO3, SrMoO4

0.82
858.32 ± 10 Unknown Unknown

MoO3, SrMoO4
944.44 ± 10 Eutectic SrMoO4 + MoO3 → MoO3 + liq.2
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Chapter 4

Vapour pressure studies: results and
discussion

Vapour pressure studies were performed on BaMoO4 using Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry
(KEMS). The theory behind this measurement technique is reported in chapter 2.5. This chapter will
discuss previously published vapour pressure results and how the findings of the experiment in this
work differ significantly from them. Appearance energies of ionic species are determined by means
of the intensity vs. eV data, which are matched to documented ionisation energies in order to find
the parent molecules of the detected ions. Partial pressure functions of all gaseous components are
calculated according to two possible scenarios. Finally, the results of two TGDSC experiments with
BaMoO4(s) (under O2 and Ar atmosphere) are discussed, to shed more light on the composition of the
BaMoO4 sample during a KEMS measurement.

4.1 Literature study results

Two BaMoO4 vapour pressure studies, by Pupp et al. [101] and Kazenas et al. [125, 140], have been
found in the literature. Pupp et al. investigated three mixtures: liquid BaMoO4, BaMoO4 + MoO3 and
BaMoO4 + BaO in a temperature range of 1800-2200K in a molybdenum Knudsen cell at 75eV. The
enthalpy of vaporisation of liquid BaMoO4 at 2000K was reported to be (3493.6 ± 21) kJ/mol. Rela-
tive intensities of detected ions were given (table 4.1), but the total vapour pressure over the BaMoO4
sample was not calculated. The authors found that the vapour phase during the experiment consisted
mainly of molecular BaMoO4 and that congruent vaporisation seemed to be the most prominent re-
action, according to the following reactions:

BaMoO4(l) → BaMoO4(g)

BaMoO4(l) → BaO(g)+MoO3(g)
(4.1)

The most prominent ionic species were found to be BaMoO +
4 , BaO+ and MoO +

3 (figure 4.1). These ions
were considered to originate from ionisation reactions with gaseous species BaMoO4(g), BaO(g) and
MoO3(g) respectively. BaMoO +

3 was found to originate from a fragmentation reaction with BaMoO4(g).
These conclusions were based on the comparison between the appearance energies of the ions and
their reported ionisation energies. Also, no high mass species were detected which could have created
BaMoO +

4 by means of a fragmentation reaction [101].
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Figure 4.1: The ion intensity in arbitrary units of BaO+,
BaMoO +

4 and MoO +
3 vs. electron energy in eV [101]

Kazenas et al. [125, 140] investigated the
sublimation of BaMoO4 in a molybdenum
Knudsen Cell in a temperature range of
1640 – 1770K and at 70eV. This paper also
reported the relative intensities of detected
ionised species (table 4.1). In contrast to
Pupp et al. [101], BaMoO +

3 (g) was recorded
as the second-to-highest intensity after
BaMoO +

4 (g). Also, BaO+(g) and Ba+(g) had
significantly lower intensities. Both papers
did agree on the congruent sublimation/
vaporisation of BaMoO4, but Kazenas et al.
gave a higher weight to the gas-phase dis-
sociation reaction of BaMoO3(g) (equation
4.2).

BaMoO4(s) → BaMoO4(g)

BaMoO4(s) → BaO(g)+MoO3(g)

BaMoO3(g) → BaO(g)+MoO2(g)

(4.2)

The paper calculated the enthalpy of formation of BaMoO4: ∆fH°m(BaMoO4,g ) = 1066 ± 42 kJ/mol and
the partial pressure of BaMoO4 was found to be:

logp(BaMoO4),atm =−17858/T +4.38 (4.3)

4.2 Experimental results

4.2.1 Method

The KEMS measurements of BaMoO4 were performed at JRC Karlsruhe. The Knudsen cell consisted
of tungsten metal, which is unreactive towards BaMoO4. It was heated under high vacuum (±10−6

mbar) by a high temperature furnace made from tungsten coil. The high-vacuum condition is impor-
tant to exclude any unrelated gaseous species from the experiment and to make sure the evaporated
molecules from the sample do not collide with them. The sample was heated up to 2400K at a con-
stant heating rate of 10K/min. The molecular beam from the orifice of the Knudsen cell was ionised
by means of electron bombardment with an energy of 32.85 eV. To obtain intensity vs. eV data, the
temperature of the sample was kept constant at two intervals, 1886K and 2192K, during which time
the energy of the electron bombarding cross beam (in eV) was varied and the intensity of the result-
ing ions was detected. This data allowed for the determination of appearance energies of the detected
ions, as will be discussed below. Silver was used to calibrate the KEMS apparatus and the complete
BaMoO4 sample was vaporised during the experiment.

4.2.2 Relative ion intensities

The relative ion intensities found by Pupp et al. [101] and Kazenas et al. [125, 140] are shown in table
4.1, together with the results from this work. It is clear that all results are quite different. The inten-
sities of Kazenas et al. are almost the reverse of results by this work, with Ba+ having the highest, and
BaMoO +

4 almost the lowest intensity. This suggests a significant influence of fragmentation reactions,
in contrast to Pupp et al. and Kazenas et al., who both found congruent vaporisation to be dominant.
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However, even though both detected BaMoO +
4 with the highest intensity, the intensity of BaMoO +

3 dif-
fered significantly between both studies. Both found that BaMoO +

3 was produced by a fragmentation
reaction from BaMoO4(g), but the detected intensity of BaMoO +

3 is significantly higher for Kazenas et
al. than for Pupp et al.

Table 4.1: Relative ion intensities reported by Pupp et al. [101] and Kazenas et al. [125,140] compared to detected
ion species in this work in order of decreasing intensity

This work at 32 eV

and 1950 K

Pupp et al. at 75 eV

and 1950 K [101]

Kazenas et al. at 70 eV

and 1740 K [125, 140]

Ion species Ion species
Relative

intensity

Parent gaseous

species
Ion species

Relative

intensity

Ba+ BaMoO +
4 100 BaMoO4 BaMoO +

4 100

BaO+ MoO +
3 64.7 MoO3 BaMoO +

3 74.3

MoO +
2 BaO+ 59.2 BaO/BaMoO4 MoO +

3 65

MoO+ MoO +
2 47.5 MoO +

2 34

MoO +
3 Ba+ 33 BaO+ 27

Mo+ BaMoO +
3 26.7 BaMoO4 Ba+ 6

BaMoO +
4 MoO+ 11.2

BaMoO +
3

BaMoO +
2

It is difficult to compare the three sets of results, because they were obtained under different condi-
tions (different ionisation energies, Knudsen cell material (W vs. Mo) and temperature ranges). It is
not possible to determine the effect of these varying conditions on the intensities of the detected ions.
It is however interesting, that the higher ionisation energies used by the two studies did not cause as
many fragmentation reactions as the lower ionisation energy in this work, because fragmentation re-
action require more energy than more simple ionisation reactions. The next data analysis step is to
find the parent species of the ions that were detected. This is done by determining the appearance
energies of the ions during the experiment. This topic will be discussed in the section below.

4.2.3 Determination of appearance energies and parent molecules

(a) (b) Ar

Figure 4.2: Intensity in arbitrary units of all detected ionic species vs. electron energy in eV at temperature
intervals 1886K (a) and 2192K (b)
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Figure 4.2 shows the intensity of all detected gaseous ionic species vs. the energy of the electron
bombarding cross beam in eV at two constant temperatures, 1886 and 2192K. These graphs include
all measured isotopes (too many to show in a legend). Only data of the species consisting of the
most abundant isotopes were analysed going forward. The influence of the lesser abundant isotopes
is accounted for in the partial pressure calculations (as explained in section 2.5). It is clear that the
detected intensities of the ions are higher at 2192K than at 1886K, which results in cleaner curves with
less noise. Because of this, only the 2192K graphs were used to determine the appearance energies
of the detected ions. The graphs of the most dominant ionic species (and with the most abundant
isotopes) at 2192K are depicted in figure 4.3.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Intensity in arbitrary units of the most prominent detected ionic species Ba+, BaO+, MoO +
2 ,

MoO+, MoO +
3 , BaO +

2 , BaMoO +
4 and BaMoO +

3 vs. ionisation energy in eV

AE1

AE2

85.0%
 

15.0
%

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the method with
which the appearance energies of detected
ions have been determined with the Ba+ in-
tensity vs. eV graph.

The appearance energy (AE) of a detected ion is de-
termined by finding the x-coordinate of the intercept
between the first slope and the x-axis (illustration in
figure 4.4, AE1). The area where the slope > 0 indi-
cates an increase in the intensity of the ion, mean-
ing that the electron beam provides enough energy
to ionise the gaseous parent molecule. Therefore,
the appearance energy (e.g. the ionisation energy) is
found at the start of this slope. When the slope de-
creases again to equal 0 (such is the case for Ba+ in
figure 4.4), the ionisation is complete. The second
slope in figure 4.4 represents the addition of new Ba+

ions that are produced by means of a different reac-
tion. The appearance energy of this second event is
determined by finding the x-coordinate of the inter-
cept between the slope and baseline where the slope
is equal to 0 (illustration in figure 4.4, AE2). The ra-
tio between both events is determined by drawing a
vertical line at 32.85eV (the ionisation energy of the KEMS measurement) and comparing the relative
intensities there. This ratio is important when calculating the partial pressure of the gaseous parent
molecules (explained in section 2.5). Not all ions are produced by two reactions. In this work, only
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Ba+ and BaO+ visibly depicted two events (figure 4.3a).

By comparing the experimental appearance energies to documented ionisation energies, the parent
molecule of each ion and each event can be determined. Extensive literature research was performed
to find documented ionisation energies, but some had to be estimated or calculated with reported
dissociation and ionisation energies due to a lack of experimental research. The results of this analysis
are shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Ionisation and appearance energies determined at 2192K in comparison with literature data

Process
Potential /eV

(this work)

Potential /eV

(literature)
Reference

5.21 [63]

5.21 [100]Ba(g) + e– → Ba+ 3.4 ± 0.1

5.211 [34]

BaMoO3(g) + e– → Ba+ + . . . 15.3 ± 0.9 15.9 – 16.7

Estimateda in this work

from the data of [73, 125]

[7, 63, 70, 100, 101, 127]

BaMoO4(g) + e– → Ba+ + . . . 15.3 ± 0.9 16.6 – 17.0

Estimatedb in this work

from the data of [73, 125]

[7, 63, 70, 81, 100, 101, 127]

6.91 [81]

6.8 ± 0.02 [86]BaO(g) + e– → BaO+ 6.3 ± 0.7

6.89 ± 0.03 [70]

BaMoO3(g) + e– → BaO+ + MoO2(g) 17.2 ± 0.7 11.7 – 12.7

Estimatedc in this work

from the data of [36, 70]

[73, 101, 125]

BaMoO4(g) + e– → BaO+ + MoO3(g) 17.2 ± 0.7 12.4-12.9

Estimatedd in this work

from the data of [73, 125]

[70, 81, 86, 125]

MoO2(g) + e– → MoO +
2 9.8 ± 0.5 9.33 [71]

MoO3(g) + e– → MoO +
3 9.2 ± 1.1 9.68 [12]

MoO2(g) + e– → MoO+ + ½O2(g) 11.7 ± 1.3 13.7 – 14.2

Estimatede in this work

from the data of [75, 115]

[28, 82, 117]

7.09 [105]

7.099 [80]

7.1 [32]
Mo(g) + e– → Mo+ 7.6 ± 1.0

7.099 [34]

aData estimated from the reported dissociation energies for BaMoO3(g) = BaO(g) + MoO2(g), BaO(g) = Ba(g) + 1/2O2(g), and
ionisation energy of Ba(g)

bData estimated from the reported dissociation energies for BaMoO4(g) = BaO(g) + MoO3(g), BaO(g) = Ba(g) + 1/2O2(g), and
ionisation energy of Ba(g).

cData estimated from the reported dissociation energy for BaMoO3(g) = BaO(g) + MoO2(g) and ionisation energy of BaO(g).
dData estimated from the reported dissociation energy for BaMoO4(g) = BaO(g) + MoO3(g), and ionisation energy of BaO(g).
eData estimated from the reported dissociation energy for MoO2(g) = MoO(g)+1/2O2(g), and ionisation energy of MoO(g).
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The appearance energies of some ions corresponded well to the found literature data. From table 4.2
it is apparent that Mo+, MoO +

2 and MoO +
3 are produced by an ionisation reaction from Mo(g), MoO2(g)

and MoO3(g) respectively. The appearance energy of MoO+ (11.7 ± 1.3) eV was too high to match the
ionisation energy of the reaction MoO(g) + e– → MoO+ (7.44 – 8 eV [28, 46, 82, 117]), and is considered
to be formed by the fragmentation reaction with MoO2(g) as is shown in the table. This means that
MoO(g) is not formed during the vaporisation of BaMoO4(s).

The first events of Ba+ and BaO+ seem to occur by an ionisation reaction from Ba(g) and BaO(g), re-
spectively. Their second events however, cannot be clearly ascribed to any fragmentation reaction.
BaO(g) + e– → Ba+ + ½O2 (11.01 - 11.04 eV [34, 36, 63, 70, 92, 100, 124])1 is too low for the second event
of Ba+ (AE = 15.3 ± 0.9), but fragmentation from BaMoO4(g) or BaMoO3(g) is possible for both the
second events of Ba+ and BaO+. It seems illogical for both ions to originate from the same parent
molecule, so during analysis it is assumed that they originate from BaMoO4(g) or BaMoO3(g). Neither
ion can originate from BaO2(g), because it has been shown to decompose at temperatures above 823K
(figure 4.5, [131]), which is below the temperature of these recorded intensities at 2192K (and also
below 1886K for that matter).

(a) Isothermal decomposition of BaO2 in N2: [a] 610,
[b] 600, [c] 590, [d] 570, [e] 550, [f] 530, [g] 520, [h],
510, [j] 500, [k] 495, and [l] 490 °C [131]

(b) Mass loss of BaO2 [a] and SrO2 [b] when heated
with 10°C/min in N2 [131]

Figure 4.5

Based on the data in table 4.2, it seems most logical that the second events with Ba+ and BaO+ origi-
nate from a fragmentation reaction with BaMoO3(g) and BaMoO4(g) respectively, but the appearance/
ionisation energy discrepancies are too high for a definitive conclusion. Possible reactions for the sec-
ond events of Ba+ and BaO+ can be formulated as follows:

Scenario 1:

BaMoO3(s/l)+e– → Ba+(g)+MoO3(g)+2e–

→ Ba+(g)+MoO2(g)+ 1/2 O2(g)+2e–

→ Ba+(g)+Mo(g)+ 3/2 O2(g)+2e–

BaMoO4(l)+e– → BaO+(g)+MoO3(g)+2e–

→ BaO+(g)+MoO2(g)+ 1/2 O2(g)+2e–

→ BaO+(g)+Mo(g)+ 3/2 O2(g)+2e–

(4.4)

1calculated from the dissociation reaction BaO(g) → Ba(g) + ½O2(g) and the ionisation energy of Ba(g)
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or Scenario 2:

BaMoO3(s/l)+e– → BaO+(g)+MoO2(g)+2e–

→ BaO+(g)+Mo(g)+O2(g)+2e–

BaMoO4(l)+e– → Ba+(g)+MoO3(g)+ 1/2 O2(g)+2e–

→ Ba+(g)+MoO2(g)+O2(g)+2e–

→ Ba+(g)+Mo(g)+2 O2(g)+2e–

(4.5)

BaMoO4 has a melting point of 1734K according to Smith et al. [120], so it melts during the experi-
ment, that is why BaMoO4(l) is used. Due to lack of thermodynamic data on BaMoO3, it is not known
whether the compound would melt within the temperature range of this experiment. Therefore, the
phase of BaMoO3 is written to be solid or liquid. Both of these scenarios will be used during the partial
pressure calculations.

A small amount of BaO +
2 ions were also detected (AE = 16.28 ± 3.01 eV), but no ionisation energy

values were found in the literature, and therefore it is not included in table 4.2. Since BaO +
2 cannot

originate from BaO2(g), it could have been formed by a fragmentation reaction with either BaMoO4(g)
or BaMoO3(g). Because the intensity of BaO +

2 is so low, it does not have a great impact on the par-
tial pressure of either BaMoO3(g) or BaMoO4(g), so for now the assumption is made that its parent
molecule is BaMoO4(g).

It is interesting to note the reported appearance energies of the detected ions by Pupp et al. [101]:
BaMoO +

4 = 9.8 eV, BaMoO +
3 = 14.2 eV, MoO +

3 = 12.6 eV and BaO+ = 6.7eV (all ± 0.5 eV). No second event
with BaO+ was detected. The appearance energy for BaO+ matches the results of this work reasonably
well, but MoO +

3 does not, even though Pupp et al. do report that it is formed by the ionisation reaction
from MoO3(g). The found literature value for this reaction is 9.68 eV [12], which comes closer to the
experimental appearance energy in table 4.2, than to the appearance energy found by Pupp et al.

4.3 Partial pressure calculations

Cross-sections and Hi values of all relevant molecules were calculated according to the equations in
section 2.5. They are presented in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Calculated cross sections and Hi values for each dominant gaseous compound

Molecule (g) Cross section [Å] Hi

Ba 17.14 15684.07
BaO 4.83 55662.87
Mo 6.80 39562.61
MoO2 3.53 76161.95
MoO3 3.81 70564.75
BaMoO4 12.55 21422.44
BaMoO3 9.58 28063.85

Using the values in table 4.3 and the equations discussed in section 2.5, the partial pressure of each
gaseous molecule was calculated as a function of temperature, according to the two scenarios pre-
sented by equations 4.4 and 4.5. The first scenario assumes that the second Ba+ and BaO+ events
originate from BaMoO3(g) and BaMoO4(g) respectively and the second scenario assumes the oppo-
site. BaO +

2 was assumed to originate from BaMoO4(g) for both scenarios.
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MoO2(g)

Ba(g)

BaO(g)
BaMoO3(g)

BaMoO4(g)
Mo(g)
MoO3(g)

2192 - 2400 K
1886 - 2192 K

(a) Scenario 1

MoO2(g)

Ba(g)

BaO(g)
BaMoO3(g)
BaMoO4(g)
Mo(g)
MoO3(g)

2192 - 2400 K
1886 - 2192 K

(b) Scenario 2

Figure 4.6: Partial pressures of all dominant gaseous compounds as a function of temperature, calcu-
lated with temperature intervals 1886 - 2192K (solid lines) and 2192 - 2400K (dashed lines). Scenario
1 as described by equation 4.4 (a) and scenario 2 as described by equation 4.5 (b)

Partial pressure functions according to both scenarios are shown in figure 4.6. Strangely, some of the
results vary depending on the temperature interval that was used to calculate them. The results with
the solid lines were calculated in the temperature range between the first and second intensity vs.
eV measurement (1886 – 2192 K) and the results with the dashed lines come from after the second
intensity vs. eV measurement (2192 – 2400 K). The slopes of all compounds remained somewhat con-
stant (except Mo(g) and MoO3(g)), but some lines jump up or down as they cross 2192K. It is not clear
what caused these discontinuations. The melting of the sample should not affect the partial pressure
calculations, because the melting point of BaMoO4 at 1734K [120] is lower than the first temperature
interval at 1886K. Sometimes, to avoid this discontinuation in the partial pressures, a second KEMS
measurement is done where the sample is heated continuously at a constant value of eV (so without
two intervals at a constant temperature). This way, the intensity curves (and after calculation the par-
tial pressure curves) are not interrupted and are hence continuous. It is recommended to also perform
such a measurement at a later time.

BaMoO3(g) and BaMoO4(g) are the only partial pressure functions that change between the two sce-
narios, all other partial pressure functions remain the same. In both scenarios, the partial pressure of
BaMoO3(g) is higher than BaMoO4(g), only the difference between them is larger in scenario 1. The
large presence of BaMoO3(g) vapour above BaMoO4(s), suggests the possibility of a partial reduction
by the sample during the measurement, resulting in the reaction: BaMoO4(s) → BaMoO3(g) + 1/2
O2(g). In both scenarios, the partial pressure of BaO(g) is very high, suggesting a high influence of
dissociation reactions by either BaMoO4(g) or BaMoO3(g). The partial pressures of MoO2(g) and Ba(g)
are in the same range, which suggests that they are produced by the same reaction. MoO3(g) and
Mo(g) both have the lowest partial pressures, approximately twice as low as BaMoO4(g), BaMoO3(g)
and BaO(g).

Theoretical vapour compositions above pure BaMoO4 and BaMoO3 were calculated in a temperature
range of 1820 - 2500K, to compare them to the experimental partial pressures in figure 4.6. This was
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done using the thermodynamic model of the Ba-Mo-O system by Smith et al. [120] and the thermody-
namic function for BaMoO4(g) from the SGTE database (Scientific Group Thermodata Europe). The
results can be seen in figure 4.7. Gaseous BaMoO3 is not included, because of the lack of thermody-
namic data on this compound.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Calculated vapour composition in the temperature range 1820 - 2500 K above (a) pure
BaMoO4 and (b) pure BaMoO3 using the thermodynamic model of Smith et al. [120]

Looking at both the experimental and theoretical models, the vapour composition above BaMoO3(l)
seems to represent the scenarios in figure 4.6 better than the vapour composition above BaMoO4(l).
According to the models in figure 4.7, the vapour above BaMoO4(l) consists predominantly of MoO3(g),
MoO2(g), BaMoO4(g) and Mo(g) and the vapour above BaMoO3(l) consists predominantly of BaO(g),
MoO2(g), BaMoO4(g), MoO3(g) and Ba(g). The latter composition matches the experimental results
the most, mostly because of the predominance of BaO(g) and the lower partial pressures of MoO3
and MoO2. This comparison supports a potential reduction of the BaMoO4 sample during the KEMS
measurement.

4.4 Reaction pathways

There are a variety of reaction pathways with which the gaseous species in figure 4.6 could have
been created. These equations sum up all possibilities. The three dots represent all possibilities with
MoO3(g), MoO2(g), Mo(g) and the corresponding amount of O2 that have been covered by equations
4.4 and 4.5. Due to lacking thermodynamic knowledge of BaMoO3, it is not known whether this com-
pound would melt under the conditions of the KEMS measurement (like the BaMoO4(s) sample does),
therefore it is depicted with a possible solid or liquid phase.
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BaMoO4(s) → BaMoO4(l)

BaMoO4(l) → BaMoO4(g)

BaMoO4(l) → Ba(g)+ ...

BaMoO4(l) → BaO(g)+ ...

BaMoO4(s) → BaMoO3(g)+1/2 O2(g)

BaMoO3(s/l) → BaMoO3(g)

BaMoO3(s/l) → Ba(g)+ ...

BaMoO3(s/l) → BaO(g)+ ...

(4.6)

Knowing the composition of the KEMS sample after the measurement would have been very helpful
to determine which of these reactions took place. Unfortunately it was not possible to do XRD analysis
after the KEMS experiment, because all of the sample had evaporated. Therefore, it is not possible to
determine which of these reactions occurred during the experiment. Since a KEMS apparatus is not
present in the TU Delft facilities to do a repeat experiment, a TGDSC measurement was done with
pure BaMoO4(s) under both argon and oxygen up to 1673K (the highest possible temperature on the
machine) to see if the sample had reduced.

4.5 TGDSC experiment BaMoO4

Pure BaMoO4 was tested in both an oxygen and argon atmosphere up to 1673K in one cycle with a
heating rate of 10K/min and a cooling rate of 20K/min (more cycles were not possible due to time
constraints). An oxygen atmosphere is an oxidising environment and argon is reducing, because it
removes the presence of any oxidising agents. These two experiments should show the behaviour
of BaMoO4(s) in an oxidising and reducing environment and whether or not the sample reduces to
BaMoO3.

Looking at the BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram in figure 3.17, no events are expected to occur. How-
ever, both TGDSC measurements show a large peak at corrected onset temperatures of 1548.97 ± 5 K
(Ar) and 1539.92 ± 5 K (O2) (onset instead of peak-maximum temperatures, because they are signifi-
cantly lower than the melting point (liquidus) of BaMoO4 at 1734K [120]). These temperatures differ
somewhat, but they were only recorded during one cycle. Multiple cycles would give temperatures
with better statistical significance. The measurements are shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9. The event
was not detected during the BaMoO4 – MoO3 pseudo binary section investigation, because the tem-
perature limit of those measurements was 1008K. It is therefore unlikely to have had any effect on
them.

Figure 4.8a and 4.8b show the heat flow of both measurements, as well as the sample temperature and
the absolute weight loss of the sample. The weight loss curve of each measurement was corrected
against the weight loss curve of a blank measurement with an empty TGDSC crucible, done under the
same conditions as the BaMoO4 measurements. Details on the weight change of the sample during
the measurements is recorded in table 4.4. The weight of the sample under argon remained relatively
constant over the whole cycle, but the weight of the O2 sample first increased (heating cycle), then
decreased significantly (cooling cycle). It is not unusual for the weight of the sample to fluctuate
somewhat during a TGDSC cycle, but this amount of mass loss/ gain is significant. Weight loss can be
associated with evaporation or reduction and weight gain with oxidation and of the sample. BaMoO4
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is not volatile and melts at 1743K [120], so evaporation seems unlikely. Oxidation is not possible,
because the oxidation state of Mo +

6 cannot be higher than what it is in BaMoO4. Reduction would
be more logical, considering the results of the KEMS measurement, but this is not supported by the
weight gain of the sample.

(a) O2 (b) Ar

Figure 4.8: TGDSC measurement of BaMoO4(s) with the sample temperature [K] and ∆m [mg], which
is equal to the sample mass curve minus the blank measurement mass curve in O2 (a) and Ar (b)
atmosphere.

Figure 4.9: Both BaMoO4 TGDSC measurements together with the sample temperature [K]

Table 4.4: Details on the weight change of the BaMoO4 sample during both TGDSC measurements

Original sample mass (mg)
Heating cycle Cooling cycle
∆m (%)a Remaining (mg) ∆m (%)a Remaining (mg)

O2 67.01 2.61 68.76 -9.83 60.42
Ar 62.05 1.81 63.17 0.48 62.35

aCompared to the original sample mass
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To see if the phases within either sample had changed, both of them were analysed via XRD and a
subsequent Rietveld refinement. The results can be seen in figures 4.10a (O2) and 4.10b (Ar). There
are no unidentified peaks, which means that both samples contained only one phase after the TGDSC
measurements: BaMoO4. This result matches the paper by Pupp et al. [101], which also concluded
that the sample only contained BaMoO4 after XRD analysis. However, it does not explain the weight
gain/ loss during the measurement, nor does it clarify the reason behind the second events of ionic
species Ba+ and BaO+. It also does not show that the sample had (partially) reduced to BaMoO3(s).

(a) O2, χ2 = 3.35. (b) Ar, χ2 = 13.78.

Figure 4.10: Rietveld analyses of the BaMoO4 TGDSC measurement under O2 (a) and Ar (b) atmo-
spheres. Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated intensi-
ties. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green for each phase.

To see how likely a reduction of the BaMoO4 sample would be during the KEMS experiment, some
examples were found in literature. A study by Nassif et al. [88] investigated the reduction of BaMoO4
and found that it reduces above 1193K in an environment of H2/N2 (5% / 95%) (figure 4.11) according
to the following reaction when the sample was heated at 1423K for 12h:

BaMoO4(s)+H2(g) → BaMoO3(g)+H2O(g) (4.7)

Figure 4.11: Weight loss curve during the reduction reaction of BaMoO4(s) under H2 as a function of
temperature [°C] [88]
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Xu et al. [139] also reduced BaMoO4 via reaction (4.7), under a pure H2 flow at 1173K for 3h, producing
pure BaMoO3. The reduction reaction by Nassif et al. [88] corresponded to a weight loss of 5.38%,
which matches the stoichiometry of the reaction:

MO

MBaMoO4

= 16.0 g/mol

297.3 g/mol
= 5.38% (4.8)

It is clear that it is possible for BaMoO4 to reduce at a temperature within the temperature range of the
KEMS and TGDSC measurements (which were up to 2400K and 1673K respectively). Both examples
from literature had a reducing agent present (H2), which was also the case for the KEMS and the Ar
TGDSC measurement. KEMS was performed under high-vacuum conditions, removing the influence
of any interfering gaseous molecules (therefore also removing oxidising agents, which means that it is
a reducing environment). From this it can be concluded that (partial) reduction of the BaMoO4(s)
sample was possible during the KEMS and Ar TGDSC measurement, but not likely during the O2
TGDSC measurement.

It is recommended to perform additional measurements to determine what exactly happens to the
BaMoO4 sample during a KEMS experiment. Firstly, a repeat KEMS measurement should be done (up
to the same temperature), but not all of the sample should be evaporated so that it can be quenched
and analysed via XRD. Knowing the composition of the sample after the measurement would help
to further interpret the appearance energy data. Also, a high-temperature XRD measurement under
vacuum could shed more light onto the changes that the sample undergoes while it is heated. A re-
peat TGDSC measurement with more cycles would show if the event occurred during multiple cycles
and would give a statistically relevant event temperature. It would also show the development of the
weight curve over multiple cycles. A second KEMS measurement is also recommended where the
sample is heated continuously (without the two constant temperature intervals) to produce continu-
ous partial pressure curves.
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Conclusion

A literature study into the ternary Ba-Sr-O system revealed that Ba and Sr, being chemically alike, are
miscible into each other’s oxide crystal lattices. The binary BaO – SrO system thus exhibits mutual
solubility, although a miscibility gap is also present in the solid region. It was also shown that nonsto-
ichiometric compounds BaxSryO can be formed. Three reported thermodynamic models were found
of the binary BaO - SrO system, as well as accompanying thermodynamic functions and parameters.
Peroxides in the binary Ba-O and Sr-O systems were reported to also present in the form of nonsto-
ichiometric molecules BaO2−x and SrO2−x respectively. The binary Ba-Sr system does not form any
compounds due to the mutual miscibility of Ba and Sr.

Syntheses of BaMoO4, BaMo3O10, Ba2MoO5 and BaCs2(MoO4)2 were successfully completed and the
synthesis of Ba3MoO6 was only partially successful. The novel synthesis of Ba2MoO5 allowed for so-
lution calorimetry measurements to be performed, leading to the determination of its standard en-
thalpy of formation: ∆fH°m(298.15K, Ba2MoO5) = -(2169.0 ± 14.7) kJ/mol.

TGDSC measurements in the BaMoO4 – MoO3 and SrMoO4 - MoO3 pseudo-binary systems were per-
formed, but impeded by a temperature restriction caused by the evaporation of MoO3 above 1008K.
This limited the visibility of the liquidus line and only caused some (BaMoO4 – MoO3) or, unexpect-
edly, none (SrMoO4 – MoO3) liquidus events to be detected. This made it difficult to confirm the
position of all invariant equilibria, in particular the eutectic equilibria. For both systems, the likely
position of the eutectic equilibrium is similar to where the CALPHAD models had optimised them,
between 0.792 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.80 for BaMoO4 – MoO3 and between 0.806 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.82 for SrMoO4
– MoO3.

A new CALPHAD model was developed of the BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4 pseudo-binary system based on
TGDSC measurements with the novel quaternary BaCs2(MoO4)2 compound. During these measure-
ments it was found that the decomposition of BaCs2(MoO4)2 during the first cycle was not reversed
after cooling, and that hence only first-cycle results could be used (which led to data that is not statis-
tically relevant). Due to outlying data points and possibly the visible melting peak of Cs2MoO4 at high
content of x(Cs2MoO4), no clear invariant equilibria could be formulated. It is likely that a eutectic
equilibrium occurs in the region between 0.909 ≤ x(Cs2MoO4) ≤ 0.976. The optimised standard en-
tropy and standard enthalpy of formation of the quaternary compound in the CALPHAD model with
the best fit to phase diagram data, deviate from the uncertainty margins set in literature. The CAL-
PHAD model based on values within these margins fits the experimental phase diagram data points
poorly.

A literature study into vapour pressure studies of BaMoO4 presented two separate papers that had
performed KEMS measurements. These studies reported different outcomes with regard to relative
ion intensities, but both reported congruent vaporisation of the BaMoO4 sample. The KEMS mea-
surement data analysed in this thesis on the other hand, showed extensive fragmentation of the ions
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and only a small amount of congruent vaporisation. The gaseous parent species of most ions could
be allocated, however the second-event appearance energies of both Ba+ and BaO+ did not match
ionisation energies found in literature. Two scenarios were considered during partial pressure cal-
culations, in which Ba+ and BaO+ came from BaMoO3(g) and BaMoO4(g), respectively, for scenario
1, and vice versa for scenario 2. For both scenarios, the partial pressure of BaMoO3(g) was higher
than BaMoO4(g). The partial pressure of BaMoO3 was lower than the (unchanged) partial pressure of
BaO(g) for scenario 2, whereas the partial pressure of BaMoO4(g) was lower than that of BaO(g) for
both scenarios. The high partial pressure of BaO(g) suggests a high influence of dissociation reactions
by either BaMoO4(g) or BaMoO3(g). Due to the large presence of BaMoO3(g), it is possible that the
BaMoO4 sample partially reduced to BaMoO3 during the measurement. Without knowing the final
composition of the KEMS sample, it is not possible to determine conclusively which scenario is true,
and unfortunately that sample evaporated completely.

To test the behaviour of BaMoO4 at high temperature conditions, TGDSC studies were done with pure
BaMoO4 under O2 and Ar, for 1 cycle up to 1673K. Both measurements showed an unexpected (and
previously unrecorded) event that has unexplained weight gain that was checked against blank mea-
surements. XRD analysis of both samples after TGDSC showed pure BaMoO4. The results of these
TGDSC measurements should be disregarded, since they are unprecedented and unexplained, and
since the measurements could not be repeated to check their validity.
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Recommendations

Chapter 1 - Literature review

Vapour pressure studies (by means of KEMS measurements) on the (1-x)BaO + xSrO system would
clarify the volatility and relative intensities of the Sr2+ and Ba2+ ions.

Chapter 3 - Experimental, results and discussion

It is recommended to try a lower temperature of 1173 or 1073K for the synthesis of Ba3MoO6, with an
XRD and Rietveld analysis after each cycle. Due to the lower temperature more than 2 cycles could be
needed to complete the synthesis.

In order to calculate a statistically relevant value for the standard enthalpy of formation of Ba2MoO5,
an additional 5 solution calorimetry experiments should be performed with both BaO and BaMoO4.

To remove the 1008K temperature limitation of the BaMoO4 – MoO3 and SrMoO4 – MoO3 TGDSC
measurements, a method should be found to eliminate the evaporation of MoO3, for example by using
an encased DSC crucible. It is also recommended to buy new BN, MoO3 and SrMoO4, to test them with
a DSC and to use them for future experiments.

More BaMoO4 – MoO3 TGDSC measurements are needed at higher values of x(MoO3) and at a higher
temperature, to corroborate the position of the liquidus line. More measurements also need to be
done around 0.82 ≤ x(MoO3) ≤ 0.845 to determine how many events occur there and what they rep-
resent, preferably at a higher temperature than 1008K to ensure that the liquidus events are recorded.

It is strongly recommended to find a method to achieve a 4-cycle measurement for BaMoO4 – Cs2MoO4
TGDSC experiments, because this would eliminate first cycle noise and would give statistically signif-
icant data. Possibly using very low cooling rates to give the decomposed BaCs2(MoO4)2 more time to
reassemble before the next heating cycle. This can be combined with an encased DSC crucible to pre-
vent some of the weight loss at higher x(Cs2MoO4) values. Multiple 1-cycle measurements of the same
composition would also provide more clarity, but this does not eliminate the 1st cycle noise. Lower
heating rates at higher x(Cs2MoO4) values would help to separate the large amount of event peaks in
that area.

Chapter 4 - Vapour pressure studies: results and discussion

Two repeat KEMS measurements with BaMoO4(s) should be performed using the JRC Karlsruhe fa-
cilities (up to the same temperature and using the same ionisation energy). One measurement with
temperature intervals (at the same temperatures 1886 and 2192K during which the ionisation energy
is varied) and one without, so that the calculated partial pressure curves are continuous. The sample
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should not be evaporated completely and subsequently quenched it so that the composition of the
sample may be analysed by means of XRD (and possibly microscopic analysis). This will show if a
reduction to BaMoO3 has taken place.

A high temperature XRD measurement under vacuum could shed more light onto the changes that
the sample undergoes while it is heated (and thus if reduction occurs). This experiment would mimic
some of the conditions of the KEMS experiment.

More thermodynamic investigations into BaMoO3 are needed to discover how the compound behaves
under the KEMS measurement conditions and if it would have melted.

New pure BaMoO4(s) TGDSC measurements under Ar and O2 are needed with 4 cycles. This will show
the development of the weight curve and the possible recurrence of the event over multiple cycles.
Both measurements should be accompanied by a blank measurement so that the weight gain might
be accurately accessed.
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Appendix A

Partially successful synthesis methods

The results of the partially successful synthesis methods described in table 3.1 in chapter 3 are dis-
cussed here. This table is repeated here for clarity.

Table A.1: Synthesis conditions

Compound Starting reagentsa Atmo-

sphereb
Crucible Conditionsc Result

BaMoO4 BaCO3 + MoO3 Air Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 973Kd Successful

O2 Platinum
1 cycle for 12h at 823K and 2h at 993K

and 3 cycles at 823K for 12h each.
Partially successful

BaMoO4 + 2MoO3
O2 Platinum 3 cycles for 12h at 823K Partially successful

BaMo3O10

BaCO3 + MoO3 Air Platinum
1 cycle for 4 days at 893K and 1 cycle

for 2 days at 893K
Successful

O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 12h at 1473K Partially successful
Ba2MoO5 BaMoO4 + BaO

O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 1273K Successful

BaMoO4 + BaO O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 1273K Partially successful
Ba3MoO6

Ba2MoO5 + BaO O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 12h at 1273K Partially successful

Cs2MoO4 Cs2CO3 + BaO O2 Al2O3 2 cycles for 12h at 973K Successful

BaCs2(MoO4)2 BaMoO4 + Cs2MoO4 O2 Al2O3 3 cycles for 24h, 14h and 24h at 1023Ke Successful

aAll mixtures were mixed and ground for 15 minutes using a mortar and pestle to ensure a homogeneous mixture.
bAll in high-temperature furnaces. O2: Ceradel tubular furnace, model PTF 12/50/250, air: Borel furnace, model TL1100-6.
cAlways a 15 minute regrinding step in between cycles.
dInitially attempted at 1073K, but this caused melting of MoO3 (MP = 1074K [38])
eNumber of cycles was not specified by Smith et al. [123], 3 cycles were chosen for practical reasons.
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A.1 BaMo3O10

BaMoO4+2MoO3 → BaMo3O10 (A.1)

Two variations of this method were tried, that were unfortunately only partially successful. Table A.2
provides an overview of both variations for clarity:

Table A.2: Overview of the two variations that were done for the method 1 BaMo3O10 synthesis

Variation 1 Variation 2

1 cycle for 12h at 823K and 2h at 993K and 3 cycles

at 823K for 12h each, all under O2 atmosphere

3 cycles at 823K for 12h each under

O2 atmosphere

Partially successful Partially successful

Variation 1: Partially successful

This variation is based on the method used by Lex Herrmann in his thesis [53]. BaMoO4 and MoO3
were mixed in stoichiometric ratio, ground for 15 minutes and heated under O2 atmosphere for 1 cycle
for 12h at 823K and for 2h at 993K in two platinum crucibles (150 mg per crucible).

When it came out of the oven, the compound looked yellow and crystallised inside the platinum cru-
cibles. It became whiter during grinding but kept a slight yellow hue. As can be seen from the Rietveld
refinement in figure A.1, the sample was not pure. There are missing peaks around 13, 23, 26, 28 and
43°. A Rietveld analysis of this data with two phases (BaMo3O10 and BaMoO4) was attempted, but it
failed to converge (probably due to the large amount of atomic positions that BaMo3O10 has). Powder-
cell analysis (Appendix: figures B.1 and B.2) shows that there is still some BaMoO4 (28 and 43 degrees)
and MoO3 (13, 23 and 26°) present in the mixture.

Figure A.1: Rietveld refinement of BaMo3O10 after 1 cycle with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50 degrees
(χ2 = 136.2). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction
patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s
reflection angular positions are marked in green.
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According to Smith et al. [120], the synthesis should include one more cycle at 823K for 12h under O2
atmosphere. This second cycle was done (at a 5K/min heating and cooling rate) with two platinum
crucibles (± 130 mg each). Rietveld refinement showed that the missing peaks at 13 and 23 degrees
have disappeared, while the peaks at 26, 28 and 43 degrees have a lower intensity. This indicates that
MoO3 and BaMoO4 are still present.

Because an extra cycle improved the purity of the sample, a third cycle was done with ± 125 mg in
each platinum crucible. The Rietveld refinement showed that the peak at 28 degrees (BaMoO4) has
disappeared, but the peaks at 26 (MoO3) and 43 (BaMoO4) degrees are still visible.

Unsurprisingly, a fourth cycle was carried out (± 110 mg in each crucible) to see whether the purity
could be improved further. The Rietveld refinement is shown in figure A.2. Both missing peaks are
still visible, but the remainder of the XRD pattern appears to be in good alignment with the pattern
made by the FullProf programme. No additional cycle was done, since the purity increase after the
two extra cycles was not significant enough to suggest that another cycle would be useful.

Figure A.2: Rietveld refinement of BaMo3O10 after 4 cycles with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50
degrees (χ2 = 39.5). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-
ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.

It is strange why the method described by Lex Herrmann [53] and Smith et al. [120] did not yield
a pure sample. The reagents used for this synthesis were pure (BaMoO4 was synthesised according
to the method described above and MoO3 was bought), so there could have been no contamination
resulting from these compounds.

This thesis considers two probable causes. One, the platinum crucibles contained too much of the
reagent mixture, causing only a part of the reagents to react. Second, the synthesis temperature was
too high, causing part of the mixture to melt. The latter is supported by the crystals that formed in the
platinum crucible after the last heating cycle up to 993K. The melting points of BaMo3O10 (predicted
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to be 1056K by the Thermo-Calc model) and MoO3 (1074K [38]) are both quite close to the maximum
synthesis temperature. MoO3 is also volatile and has been found to evaporate at temperatures near
its melting point (as found during the synthesis of BaMoO4). Evaporated MoO3 unbalances the sto-
ichiometric ratio with BaMoO4, leaving some of the reagents unreacted and decreasing the purity of
the end-product.

A.1.1 Variation 2: partially successful

To test the two reasons mentioned above, a second variation of this synthesis was done. To keep the
amount of changed variables to a minimum, the originally ground unreacted reagent mixture was
used. A smaller amount of mixture (90 mg instead of 150 mg) was added to each platinum crucible,
which was heated under O2 atmosphere for two cycles at 823K for 12h with a regrinding step in be-
tween. After the synthesis, the powder was easily removable from the crucibles and contained no
crystals. The resulting Rietveld can be seen in figure A.3.

Figure A.3: Rietveld refinement of BaMo3O10 after 2 cycles with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50
degrees (χ2 = 44.4). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-
ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.

Figure A.3 shows that two cycles of this variation also did not result in a pure product. The same
missing peaks are still present. Therefore, a third cycle was done at 823K for 12h and at 993K for 2h.
The sample stuck to the inside to the crucibles and was very difficult to extract (figure A.4), implying
that it had melted (just like during the first variation). The Rietveld analysis is shown in figure A.5. The
third cycle does seem to have decreased the intensity of the missing peaks, but the sample is still not
pure. A powdercell analysis can be found in the Appendix (figure B.3).
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Figure A.4: Picture of two platinum crucibles with BaMo3O10 batch FG13.3 after the third cycle in the
oven

From this it can be concluded that the ± 150mg per crucible was not the problem during the first
synthesis, but that the higher 2h synthesis temperature should be decreased. The recommendation is
to try 973K, since that is enough to prevent the MoO3 from melting or evaporating during the BaCO3
+ MoO3 → BaMoO4 synthesis, which resulted in a pure product.

Figure A.5: Rietveld refinement of BaMo3O10 after 3 cycles with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50
degrees (χ2 = 51.6). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-
ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.

A.2 Ba2MoO5

BaMoO4+BaO → Ba2MoO5 (A.2)

This method was based on Lex Herrmann’s thesis [53] where it was partially successful, resulting in a
mixture of BaMoO4 and Ba2MoO5. The method was repeated here by mixing BaMoO4 and BaO in a
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1:1 ratio and grinding them for 15 minutes with a mortar and pestle. 300 mg of the mixture was added
to a large aluminum oxide crucible and placed in the O2 oven for two cycles at 1473K for 12h with a
15 minute regrinding step in between. The resulting powder was brown and consisted of hard clumps
(figure A.6). After grinding, the texture became softer and the colour also lightened.

Figure A.6: Picture of aluminum oxide crucible with Ba2MoO5 after the first cycle in the oven

The Rietveld analysis is shown in figure A.7. Several large peaks in the graph do not correspond to
the Ba2MoO5 structure (with missing peaks around 27 and 32 degrees) indicating that is another com-
pound present.

Figure A.7: Rietveld refinement of Ba2MoO5 after 1 cycle with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50
degrees (χ2 = 56.3). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-
ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.

A three-phase refinement was done (with BaMoO4, BaO and Ba2MoO5) which showed that the sample
consisted of 62.9 ± 0.4 % Ba2MoO5, 33.8 ± 0.3 % BaMoO4 and 3.3 ± 0.4% BaO.

An extra cycle was done at 1473K for 12h to test if this would improve the sample’s purity. When it
came out of the oven, the powder looked much the same as it had before and became lighter again
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after grinding. The Rietveld refinement showed no noticeable improvement (figure A.8). Interestingly,
a three-phase Rietveld analysis showed that the percentage of BaMoO4 had increased to 55.5 ± 0.3 %
(figure A.8) (Ba2MoO5: 43.9 ± 0.3% and BaO: 0.6 ± 0.1%). This implied that Ba2MoO5 had decomposed
after it was formed and that the temperature of the synthesis was probably too high. Therefore, a
second method was attempted with a lower synthesis temperature.

Figure A.8: Rietveld refinement of Ba2MoO5 after 1 cycle with a zoomed in section between 10 and 50
degrees (χ2 = 56.0). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-
ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.
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Appendix B

Additional Rietveld and PowderCell
analyses

Additional Rietveld and Powdercell analyses from chapter 4

B.1 BaMo3O10

Figure B.1: Powdercell analysis of BaMo3O10 batch FG13.1 (in blue) with BaMoO4 in red and MoO3 in
green between 5 and 30 degrees. The sample still contains BaMoO4 and MoO3
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Figure B.2: Powdercell analysis of BaMo3O10 batch FG13.1 (in blue) with BaMoO4 in red and MoO3 in
green between 30 and 50 degrees. The sample still contains BaMoO4 and MoO3

Figure B.3: Powdercell analysis of BaMo3O10 batch FG13.3 after 3 cycles (in blue) with BaMoO4 in red
and MoO3 in green between 22 and 35 degrees. The sample still contains BaMoO4 and MoO3
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B.2 Ba2MoO5

Figure B.4: Rietveld analysis of Ba2MoO5 after one cycle (χ2 = 11.02). Comparison between the ob-
served (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue,
is the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular
positions are marked in green.

Figure B.5: Three-phase rietveld analysis of Ba2MoO5 after one cycle, with Ba2MoO5, BaMoO4 and
BaO (χ2 = 7.67). Comparison between the observed (Yobs, in red) and calculated (Ycalc, in black) X-ray
diffraction patterns. Yobs - Ycalc, in blue, is the difference between the experimental and calculated
intensities. The Bragg’s reflection angular positions are marked in green.
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Appendix C

Outlying data point discussions

C.1 Ba-Mo-O system
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Figure C.1: BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram with all TGDSC results collected in this work (pink sym-
bols), showing two sets of outlying peaks at ±575K (in green) and ±780K (in orange)

Figure C.1 shows the BaMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram with the collected TGDSC results. It is clear that
not all data points follow the lines of the phase diagram model and these outliers will be discussed
first. There are a set of ± 575K outlying data points for all BaMo3O10 : MoO3 compositions (average
temperature = 579.41 K with a standard deviation of 9.16K) as well as a set of ± 780K outlying data
points showing at x(MoO3) = 0.772, 0.792 and 0.832 (average temperature = 782.29K with a standard
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deviation of 28.02K). Only compositions with BaMoO4 and BaMo3O10 in the area 0.50 ≤ x ≤ 0.75 have
no outlying data points.

A Powdercell analysis of the XRD patterns of these compositions (table 3.11) revealed notable uniden-
tified impurities (U.I.s) for compositions at x(MoO3) = 0.792, 0.80 and 0.845. It is possible for these
impurities to interfere with the TGDSC measurement and to cause unwanted thermal events to oc-
cur. The compositions with a U.I. however are not the only compositions with outlying data points, so
there must be another explanation. The most evident reason seems to be contaminated MoO3, since
outlying peaks only occur for compositions with MoO3 (especially the ± 575K data points).

To find the reason behind these outlying data points, a measurement case study was performed using
the x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition (because it had both outlying peaks and the U.I.). The following
experiments were carried out:

1. A blank measurement with the empty DSC crucible to determine if it was contaminated

2. A measurement with pure MoO3 without BN up to 863K to test if it was contaminated

3. A new x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition measurement with a different BaMo3O10 batch, in case the
previous one contained any undetected contaminating compound

4. A measurement with only BN powder

5. A measurement of the dried BN powder

6. A new x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition measurement with BN that was dried in the air furnace
(and with the same BaMo3O10 batch as 3.)

7. A new x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition measurement with no BN powder up to 693K to see if the
first ± 575K peak would be visible (with the same BaMo3O10 batch as 3.)

Measurements without BN powder were conducted approximately 100K below the melting point of
the sample to prevent it from reacting with the crucible. The results of the measurements were as
follows. The (1.) empty DSC crucible measurement showed no peaks, confirming that the crucible
was not contaminated. The (2.) MoO3 measurement showed a clear peak at 801.8 ± 5K . According
to the phase diagram model there should be no event at this temperature. This event fits within the
parameters of the ± 780K outlying points in figure C.1 and could therefore explain the outlying data
points there. It is however curious why this peak does not occur for all MoO3 compositions.

The (3.) measurement with a different batch of BaMo3O10 did not show the ± 780K event (but it did
show the ± 575K peak). The ± 780K event was detected for two other compositions (at x(MoO3) =
0.772 and 0.832) that both used different batches of BaMo3O10. These batches were also used for
other compositions that did not show the ± 780K peaks. Therefore, it is doubtful that the occurrence
of the ± 780K peaks is linked to a contaminated batch of BaMo3O10.

The (4.) measurement with only BN powder did not show any significant peaks, although there was
some noise in the heating and cooling curves around 788K and 743K respectively. Therefore, the deci-
sion was made to dry some of the BN powder for 18h at 673K in order to remove any water that it might
contain. Water could interfere with the sample during the measurement, resulting in outlying peaks.
The (5.) TGDSC measurement of the dried BN powder showed small (but distinct) peaks around the
same two temperatures. The drying process appeared to have made the problem worse. This could
be associated with a contamination that was present in the air furnace or the crucible that the BN was
dried in. To see if the dried powder had an effect, it was used during the next measurement.

The (6.) measurement with the x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition (and the dried BN powder) showed
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peaks around 780K, like the DSC curves of the dried BN. However, no ± 575K event was detected.
This indicates that the water hypothesis was correct and that drying the BN powder solved the ± 575K
outlying data points. To be certain that BaMo3O10 or MoO3 were not causing the ± 575K event, a
last measurement (7.) with the x(MoO3) = 0.792 composition was done, without BN and up to 693K.
This temperature was chosen because it was below the melting points of both compounds so that
they could be tested without the potential interference of BN and because the 575K peak would be
visible, but the 780K peak would not. The resulting measurement did not show any peaks, therefore
suggesting that the ± 575K events were not due to either BaMo3O10 or MoO3.

To summarise, it seems likely that the± 575K and± 780K data points are due to a contamination in BN
and MoO3 respectively. It is unclear why the ± 780K events were not detected during all BaMo3O10 :
MoO3 TGDSC measurements, or why drying the BN powder made its outlying peaks more noticeable.
It is recommended to buy new MoO3 and BN and to test it with a DSC measurement. Because the
current MoO3 and BN powders have probably been used for some time, contamination from a dirty
spatula or crucible is not inconceivable.

C.2 BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 system
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Figure C.2: Initial CALPHAD model with all TGDSC results and outlying peaks marked by green sym-
bols. Data points by Perry [98], Dash et al. [96], Konings and Cordfunke [38] and Smith and Kau-
ric [119] and Smith et al. [121]

XRD analysis of the TGDSC samples showed the presence of Cs2O in compositions x(Cs2MoO4) =
0.699, 0.80, 0.851, 0.889, 0.909 and 0.952. This is probably due to a small amount of decomposition
of BaCs2(MoO4)2. Looking at the Cs - O phase diagram (figure C.3) [69, 91], the Cs2O peritecic event
at 768K does not come close to matching any of the outlying data points. Moreover, it is unlikely that
the quantity of this impurity would be significant enough to be detected by a TGDSC measurement.
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Therefore it can be concluded that the outlying data points are not due to the presence of Cs2O in the
sample.

Figure C.3: Cs-O phase diagram as described by C.F. Knights et al. [69] and H. Okamoto [91]

To see if the outlying data points could be caused by a specific batch of Cs2MoO4 (even though there
is no apparent pattern), a contamination of the DSC crucible or the Al2O3 powder, the following ex-
periments were done:

1. Measurement with pure Cs2MoO4

2. A blank measurement with an empty DSC crucible

3. A measurement with only Al2O3 powder

4. A measurement with newly bought Al2O3 powder

5. A measurement with dried new Al2O3 powder

The results were as follows. There were no unexpected peaks in the (1.) measurement with Cs2MoO4
or the (2.) blank measurement with an empty DSC crucible. Both (3. and 4.) measurements with
Al2O3 powder (the old and the new) showed a peak around 455K comparable to the ± 455K peaks for
x(Cs2MoO4) = 0.333 and 0.80. These peaks disappeared when Al2O3 was dried in the O2 oven for 14h
at 675K (5. measurement), indicating that they were caused by water present in the Al2O3 powder.

These measurements did not give any indication as to the origin of the other outlying peaks that are
shown in figure C.2. There are however, multiple observations that might form some form of expla-
nation. Firstly, the best and cleanest TGDSC patterns resulted from samples made with Al2O3 powder
that had previously done four cycles of testing in the TGDSC. In theory, there should be no difference
between the powder that was dried in the oven and the powder that was submitted to four cycles in
the TGDSC (both in O2 and up to 1373K), but still the results are cleaner with Al2O3 from the TGDSC.

Secondly, repeated measurements with the same composition often showed a different pattern. The
general outline would be the same, but it was possible for an additional outlying peak to occur or
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for a previous outlying peak to disappear with no clear explanation. These repeated measurements
would be done with a different batch of Cs2MoO4 or BaCs2(MoO4)2, which could mean that one batch
contained some form of contamination causing unexpected events to occur. That is very unlikely
however, since all batches were tested for purity after their synthesis by means of XRD and subsequent
Rietveld analysis. If there were any significant contaminations they would have been detected. Also,
the same batches of Cs2MoO4 and BaCs2(MoO4)2 were used for many different measurements, all of
which would then be expected to show the same outlying peak(s). This was not the case. Therefore, it
can be concluded with some certainty that the outlying peaks shown in figure C.2 were not caused by
contaminations in the BaCs2(MoO4)2 and Cs2MoO4 batches.

Thirdly, first cycle DSC results can sometimes be unusual, with unexpected peaks or noise in the heat-
ing curve. Normally, a 1 cycle measurement is done before a 4 cycle measurement to check if the set
temperature is correct (to see whether or not all expected events are detected within the set temper-
ature range) and its results are not considered in the analysis of the DSC data. However, since only
first cycle measurements of the BaMoO4 - Cs2MoO4 system are possible, the final data analysis could
contain some strange 1st cycle peaks.

Finally, weight loss was detected for some compositions with a higher amount of Cs2MoO4 after ap-
proximately 1120 - 1175K. This is probably connected to the melting of Cs2MoO4 (MP = 1229.5 ±
0.2K [108]) resulting in a small amount of evaporation. This phenomenon was also observed during
the pure Cs2MoO4 measurement (figure C.4). Weight loss and melting could complicate the transi-
tions that occur in the DSC crucible and result in unexpected peaks. Because the model of this phase
diagram is so new and only based on two sets of data, it is difficult to determine which events are
expected to occur and which events are outliers. The weight loss discussion could be relevant for the
± 1087K and 1116K outlying data points, since they occur in a similar temperature range, but it is not
possible to be certain. It is also unclear why weight loss was detected only in some of the compositions
with higher x(Cs2MoO4) values.

Figure C.4: Mass loss of the pure Cs2MoO4 TGDSC measurement normalised against a blank mea-
surement with the same DSC crucible. Shows significant 0.79 mg mass loss during the last event.

To conclude this section, the ± 455K peaks are quite clearly caused by water contained in the Al2O3
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powder, since they disappear after the powder has been dried. The remaining outlying peaks might
have occurred due to a combination of the observations listed above, but it is not possible to deter-
mine a definitive reason for them. Multiple measurements of the same compositions could provide
clarity and statistically significant data, possibly with a capped DSC crucible to prevent some of the
weight loss at higher x(Cs2MoO4) values. It is strongly recommended to find a method to achieve a 4
cycle measurement, because this would eliminate first cycle noise and would give statistically signifi-
cant results.

C.3 Sr-Mo-O system

It is clear that not all data points follow the lines of the phase diagram model. These outlying points
will be addressed first. It seems that there are two groups: the first at ± 790K and the second at ± 855K.
In order to determine the reason for these peaks, the following measurements were done:

1. A blank measurement with the empty DSC crucible to see if it was contaminated

2. A x(MoO3) = 0.769 composition measurement without BN up to 863K to test if the outlying peaks
would still occur without BN

3. Pure SrMoO4 without BN up to 1008K

4. Pure MoO3 without BN up to 863K (same measurement as for BaMoO4 – MoO3 section)

The measurements without BN were performed approximately 100K under the melting point of MoO3
(measurements 2. and 4.) and SrMoO4 (measurement 3.) to prevent the sample from sticking to
the crucible. Besides these listed measurements, two out of the four initial compositions (x(MoO3)
= 0.781 and 0.820) were measured with dried BN powder because it had already been dried for the
BaMoO4 – MoO3 measurements at that time. Also, it was not possible to do measurements with a dif-
ferent SrMoO4 or MoO3 batch, because they were bought and had not been synthesised. It should also
be mentioned that all outlying peaks were very small compared to the peaks representing expected
events.
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Figure C.5: SrMoO4 - MoO3 phase diagram including additional measurements without BN in pink
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The results of these measurements are shown in figure C.5. The pink data points represent the mea-
surements done without BN powder (2., 3. and 4.) and the green data points show the initial results
depicted in figure 3.31. It is clear that all pink data points resemble the first outlying events at ± 790K,
suggesting that a contamination in SrMoO4 and/or MoO3 is causing them. The blank measurement
(1.) did not show any peaks, so the DSC crucible was not contaminated.

The BaMoO4 – MoO3 TGDSC results (section 3.1.3.2) showed similar outlying peaks at ± 790K which
were ascribed to a contamination in MoO3, although the tested BN powder (dried as well as undried)
also showed a peak around 788K. It was ultimately concluded that MoO3 was probably the culprit, be-
cause a composition measurement without BN showed the 780K outlying peak. Figure C.5 represents
a similar picture, where all measurements without BN have the 790K peak, indicating that SrMoO4
and MoO3 are contaminated. It seems unlikely that both MoO3 and SrMoO4 contain enough of the
same impurity that it would be detected by a TGDSC measurement, yet that is what these results sug-
gest. BN possibly has the same impurity, since it shows a peak at the same temperature. XRD analysis
of these TGDSC measurements did not show any contaminations (table 3.20).

It is interesting to mention that the BaMoO4 – MoO3 TGDSC results showed peaks at ± 575K that went
away after the BN powder was dried and were thus assumed to be due to some water that it contained.
The SrO - MoO3 measurements that were done with undried BN (at x(MoO3 = 0.769 and 0.806) did not
show these ± 575K peaks.

The listed measurements did not show the cause of the outlying peaks at ± 850K. It is unsatisfying
not to be able to determine the reason behind many of the outlying data points, not only for the SrO -
MoO3 system, but for all phase diagrams that were discussed during this thesis. It seems unlikely that
contaminations in either SrMoO4, MoO3 or BN caused unexpected events to occur, but TGDSC mea-
surements did detect these peaks, so they must be caused by something. It is recommended to repeat
the four initial measurements in figure 3.31 with newly bought MoO3, SrMoO4 and BN compounds to
see whether the outlying peaks occur again.
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Appendix D

Neumann-Kopp Approximation

D.1 Neumann-Kopp Approximation

The Neumann-Kopp rule states that “Each element (in the solid state) has essentially the same specific
or atomic heat in compounds as it has in the free state” and can be expressed as such (considering
compound AaBbCc that is formed by solid elements A(s), B(s) and C(s)):

aA(s)+bB(s)+cC(s) = AaBbCc(s) (D.1)

where,

Cpm(AaBbCc, s) = aCpm(A,s)+bCpm(B,s)+cCpm(C,s) (D.2)

It can be modified to predict the heat capacity of a complex compound [58, 78, 102] for example for
the solid compound AaBbCc that is formed in a reaction of solid binary compounds ACc1 and BCc2:

aACc1(s)+bBCc2(s) = AaBbCc(s) (D.3)

where,

Cpm(AaBbCc, s) = aCpm (ACc1, s)+bCpm(BCc2, s) (D.4)

In this case, BaCs2(MoO4)2 can be described with a three sublattice model with Ba, Cs2 and MoO4
representing A, B and C respectively. This gives:

BaMoO4(s)+Cs2MoO4(s) = BaCs2(MoO4)2(s) (D.5)

and

Cpm(BaCs2(MoO4)2, s) = Cpm(BaMoO4, s)+Cpm(Cs2MoO4, s) (D.6)
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The Neumann-Kopp rule was based on a Cpm data set collected at ambient temperatures, which is
why the result can deviate from the experimental Cpm function at higher temperatures [58]. However,
at this early modelling stage this is considered to be acceptable. The BaMoO4 heat capacity function
was taken from the TAF-ID project.

Combining the BaCs2(MoO4)2 heat capacity function with the standard enthalpy of formation and
standard entropy gives the calculated Gibbs energy function:

GBaCs2(MoO4)2[J/mol] = 298.15−3143399.04432646+1145.36339T −217.6657 ·T lnT

−0.1137012T 2 +1.1719 ·10−5T 3 +360152.95T −1
(D.7)
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